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(ABSTRACT) 

Growing congestion problems of many metropolitan areas 

which cause excessive traffic delay, instability of travel 

time generated the need for the development of an Intelligent 

Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) program that is capable of 

making significant improvements in mobility, highway safety, 

and productivity on highways and urban streets. The success of 

such real time control system highly depends on the new 

methods that address dynamic traffic assignment. Thus there is 

an urgent need for an effective dynamic assignment model. 

The main objective of this research is to emphasize the 

importance of dynamic traffic assignment for Advanced Driver 

Information Systems (ADIS) which is one of the major 

components of IVHS and to present a practical traffic 

assignment model that is capable of running in real time and 

which can accurately predict link travel times, queue build 

up, and network performance. DYNTRAS (DYNamic Traffic 

Simulation Assignment), a simulation /assignment model is 

developed. The model uses an incremental loop that assigns a



portion of the Origin-Destination matrix, and simulates the 

movement of the vehicles. Then, it updates travel times and 

assigns an additional portion of the O-D matrix. In contrast 

to traditional traffic assignment models like "capacity 

restraint" and “incremental assignment" techniques that do not 

consider time dimension, DYNTRAS incorporates time as a third 

dimension by keeping track of the vehicle movements in time. 

As a result, it is capable of predicting time-dynamic impacts 

of congestion and effects of diverted traffic on traffic flow 

more realistically. 

The model is applied to a test network. “Several 

experimental factors are varied to test the sensitivity of the 

model. The results obtained are presented and general 

conclusions are derived. The differences between dynamic and 

static traffic assignment results are also discussed by 

considering results obtained from both methods. 

The model needs to be calibrated using real traffic data. 

According to the results obtained, it needs to be validated. 

In addition, its long computation time should be reduced to be 

able to use it for real time applications.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 URBAN/SUBURBAN CONGESTION PROBLEMSIN 

THE UNITED STATES 

Traffic intensity on freeways, particularly in cities 

continues to increase at a rapid rate, and peak-period traffic 

congestion is an everyday occurrence in most urban areas. In 

-most cities "sixty percent of rush hour traffic on urban 

interstates was rated as congested in 1985, compared to forty 

percent in 1975. The number of cars owned in the U.S.A. 

tripled between 1960 and 1986 and total annual motor vehicles 

miles increased from 719 billion to 1,861 billion in the same 

period" [Koutsopoulos, 1989]. It is widely accepted that the 

limited construction of new facilities will not alleviate 

this growing urban and suburban problem which causes excessive 

delays, traffic bottlenecks, and increased fuel consumption. 

On the other hand, many transportation engineers are focusing 

on improving system usage of existing facilities in urban 

areas through traffic control. It appears that’ the 

implementation of traffic system management methods is one of 

the most effective ways of promoting a better use of transport 
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facilities in an urban area; this type of measure is most 

useful when the economic and the environmental conditions 

prevent big expenditures on new roads. The current problems 

caused by the excessive traffic congestion, generated the 

need for the development of an Intelligent Vehicle/Highway 

System (IVHS) program that is capable of making significant 

improvements in mobility, highway safety, and productivity on 

highways and urban streets. 

1.22 THE ROLE OF IVHS IN ADDRESSING 

URBAN/SUBURBAN CONGESTION PROBLEM 

The use of information technology including advanced 

computers, communicators, sensors and associated electronics 

systems for integrating vehicles and highways in a total 

system control constitutes the concept of IVHS. The objective 

of that integration is to improve traffic flow, operational 

safety and the overall efficiency of highway transportation. 

The IVHS system has been grouped into four functional 

subsystem including: [Zhang 1991] 

° Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) 

° Advanced Traveller Information System (ATIS) 

° Advanced Vehicle Control (AVC) System 
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° Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) System 

Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) and Advanced 

Traveller Information System (ATIS), are considered as 

important tools to alleviate growing problems caused by urban 

traffic congestion. ATMS and ATIS provides drivers with 

timely and appropriately designed traffic information, coupled 

with route guidance which can maximize the efficiency of 

existing highway facilities (Operator's point of view) or 

minimize the travel times and the cost of users (User's point 

of view). 

A comprehensive route guidance and drivers information 

systems should be able to assemble and disseminate 

comprehensive route guidance information to virtually all 

drivers. Drivers receive the information about alternative 

routes for their destinations through an information system 

formed of 3 compatible subsystems: 

. pre-trip information systems (PTRD) 

. changeable message signs (CMS) 

° in-vehicle route guidance systems 

The system as a whole will be capable of updating the 

routing decisions in real time by using the real time 

information. This will allow the entire system to immediately 

respond in real time to any changes in network traffic 

conditions. 
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After having received the real-time information, an 

appropriate route diversion decision should be made by either 

the driver or the controller. The implementation of the 

routing/decision strategies will depend on the modeler's 

approach to the problems. If we approach the problem from the 

users point of view, drivers want to receive the information 

that best meet their individual needs in terms of reaching 

their destination quickly. In this case the route choice will 

be based on the subjective evaluation of route attributes, 

such as travel times, for both the regular and alternative 

routes. It is clear that the user's objective will be to 

minimize his/her travel time and this may not be the optimal 

solution for the system wide usage. Thus, another approach 

that tries to optimize system wide usage can be adopted. 

These are the two approaches taken by the Center for 

Transportation Research at Virginia Tech in initiating this 

research. Keeping in mind that there are two approaches for 

diversion strategies, user optimum and system optimum, two 

different models have been built. The two different 

approaches have been shown in Figure 1.1. 

Introduction | 4



  

  

Development of 
Diversion Strategies 
for a Congested 
Urban Network       

  
  

User-Optimal System-Optimal 

Approach Approach 

          

      
  

Figure 1.1: The Two Approaches of Developing Diversion 
Strategies 

1.3 ROLE OF DYNAMIC TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT IN 

DEVELOPING DIVERSION PLANS 

The success of the Advanced Traffic Management System, is 

highly dependent on new methods that can perform real time 

dynamic traffic assignment and traffic simulation to develop 

effective diversion strategies during congestion causing 

events. Many state departments of transportation have 

predetermined diversion plans, and in the event of an accident 
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or congestion, the appropriate plan is chosen for 

implementation. However, pre-determined diversion plans are 

of limited use since the time and the location of most 

accidents or congestion causing events are hard to predict. 

Hence, the development of efficient re-routing plans to suit 

the situation needs to be executed after the incident takes 

place, in real time conditions. This poses a challenge to 

traffic engineers and managers. The task is difficult on two 

accounts: (1) the complexities of predicting alternate 

diversion routes due to dynamic networks of traffic flow and 

complex user behavior and (2) the computational difficulties 

associated with evolving plans in a short time period, 

depending on the size of the problem. 

Although the need for an effective dynamic traffic 

assignment model capable of evaluating dynamic route guidance 

strategies is evident, currently there is no computer model 

which can provide this information in real-time. Most of the 

current models are in the development stage; in other words, 

they are not complete yet. Many of IVHS projects like 

European DRIVE and PATH of California, are now seeking the 

development of reliable, reasonably fast network models which 

can be used to test and generate various control and routing 

strategies in a realistic, dynamic setting. The development 

of a realistic, real time dynamic traffic assignment model is 
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then one of the most needed tools to provide an effective 

traffic management system in the context of IVHS technologies. 

1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH 

OBJECTIVES 

The overall goal of the research effort is to develop a 

tool to assist traffic managers in developing efficient 

diversion strategies in real time. 

The user optimal approach adopted in this research, is 

shown in Figure 1.2 The basis for this approach is to re- 

route the motorists through the best (shortest) alternate 

paths to their destination. Major components of this research 

is to develop, test,and evaluate a dynamic traffic simulation 

/ assignment model for initiating diversion strategies. 

The main effort in phase 1 of the project was devoted to 

developing appropriate models for user optimal diversion 

planning. Realizing the necessity of traveller destination 

information for effecting user-optimal diversions, a 

destination estimation model was developed [Hobeika et al., 

89}. This model utilizes link traffic volumes to estimate 

traveller destinations. It is based on a linear programming 

approach, employing an efficient column technique. Complete 
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details of the model are present in the phase 1 project report 

[Hobeika et al., 89]. 

After the application of the developed destination 

estimation model to predict origin-destination trips for areal 

network, the next step is the development of effective 

diversion strategies during congestion causing events. 

Realizing the importance of dynamics of traffic flow in 

real time diversion planning, the need for developing a 

dynamic traffic assignment model that is capable of 

representing time dependent behavior of the traffic was 

acknowledged. Considering this need as the main factor that 

initiated this specific research, the following steps were 

followed to respond to the main requirements of the overall 

research project: 

1) Investigate different approaches to the dynamic traffic 

assignment problem. 

2) Select the approach that best satisfies the majority of 

the research (Finally, a simulation/assignment method is 

chosen). 

3) Develop a conceptual and a computer model to perform 

dynamic traffic assignment. 

4) Apply the model to a test network. 

5) Evaluate the dynamic traffic assignment model to test its 

sensitivity for different parameters, such as different 
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USER-OPTIMAL DIVERSION PLANNING 

  

Northern Virginia Traffic 
Management System Control 

Center       
    

Incident Detection 

y 
Utilize LP Model to Estimate 
Destinations of Motorists on 

the Network 

y 

      

  

      
  

Knowing Motorist Destinations, 
Assign the Traffic Using Dynamic 

Traffic Assignment       

| 
Assess Various Diversion 

Options and Transmit Rerouting 
Plans to Motorists 

  

      

  

Modify Diversion Strategies, 
if Required, to Achieve > 
Network Efficiency | 

  

        

  

Monitor Network Status Until 
Normalcy is Restored             

Figure 1.2: User Optimal Diversion Approach 
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fractions of users that have an access to information, 

behavioral rules, and different loading patterns. 

6) Discuss the major differences between dynamic and static 

traffic assignments. 

1.5 SUMMARY OF THE OTHER CHAPTERS 

A brief introduction to the urban/suburban problem, the 

role of IVHS in solving this problem, and the main goals of 

this research were discussed in this chapter. The second 

chapter is devoted to a broad review of literature on static 

and dynamic traffic assignment. In this review, the 

shortcomings and disadvantages of both static and dynamic 

traffic assignment models are discussed. In Chapter 3, the 

theoretical aspects of algorithms used in developing 

simulation/assignment model are discussed. The detailed 

description of each subroutine of the computer program, and 

the interaction among them are presented in Chapter 4. The 

results of the model runs for a test network are presented and 

discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusions and 

recommendations for future research works are discussed. 
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT AND ADVANCED DRIVER 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS (ADIS) 

The idea of using in-vehicle guidance systems as a tool 

for giving drivers real time traffic information on 

congestion is a promising technique for making better use of 

existing highway capacity. Potential benefits of in-vehicle 

guidance systems are extensive. Directing a driver to a 

destination through a network in order to eliminate 

navigational waste, and informing drivers of congested routes, 

or parking availability can be cited as some of the potential 

benefits of these systems. 

This real time traffic information can be supplied to the 

users through various possible forms of advanced driver 

information systems (ADIS). The main functions of ADIS are: 

1) To facilitate long term decisions of the drivers with 

respect to their travel patterns and route choices 

2) To provide real time information on actual network 

conditions for avoiding bottlenecks and delays due to 

incidents. 
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The effectiveness of ADIS depends on the quality and 

reliability of the information supplied. This can be achieved 

by using a traffic assignment method that provides drivers 

with the optimal routes. Therefore there is need for a 

dynamic traffic assignment system to obtain optimal routes 

for different origin-destination pairs, and to evaluate 

traffic control systems and route guidance strategies. The 

network traffic assignment problem has been studied for the 

last thirty years. Thus, decades of research have resulted in 

efficient algorithms that allocate trips to specific routes in 

a transportation system in order to minimize system wide and 

user travel cost. This minimization is subject to flow 

balance at every point in the network. Many of the available 

models assume steady state conditions where the attributes of 

the transportation system do not vary with time. This is the 

major shortcoming of traditional traffic assignment models. 

They do not have time dimension, and they assume that all 

cars assigned to the network are present on all links at the 

same time. This assumption can give unrealistic results when 

traffic assignment is used for real-time route guidance 

operations usually carried by traffic control centers. It is 

clear that those conventional assignment methods are not 

likely to be sufficient for representing the dynamic nature of 

traffic. Thus, a dynamic traffic assignment model that can 
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incorporate time as a third dimension, can predict the time 

dependent nature of traffic much more realistically. 

Before mentioning the different approaches used to 

formulate and solve dynamic traffic assignment, traditional 

traffic. assignment models need to be summarized. This is a 

necessary step to understand dynamic traffic assignment 

methods, because most of them try to capture dynamic behavior 

of traffic flow by improving or reformulating existing static 

traffic assignment methods. 

2.2 STATIC TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT MODELS 

The traffic assignment problem can be defined as the 

process of determining a route or routes of travel of inter- 

inter-zonal trips and allocating trips to those routes [FHWA, 

1972]. 

The primary problem addressed by the static traffic 

assignment is the distribution of traffic flows through an 

urban network. The approach used to solve this problem is 

based on the notion of equilibriun. The equilibrium is 

between link performance (travel time) and traffic demand. The 

traffic flow is determined in terms of the number of travelers 

(or vehicles). The travel time is dependent to the traffic 

flow. If the traffic flow increases, the travel time increases 
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also. Therefore, the problem is to find out the equilibrium 

point between travel time and travel demand. 

The solution of the problem is based on the behavioral 

assumption that each motorist chooses the path that minimizes 

the travel time from his or her origin to destination. This 

choice, also known as the Wardrop's first principle, implies 

that at equilibrium the link flow pattern is such that the 

travel times on all used paths connecting any given O-D pair 

will be equal, and the travel time on all used paths will also 

be less or equal to the travel time on any of the unused 

paths. When those conditions are satisfied, the network is in 

user equilibrium and no motorists can experience a lower 

travel time by unilaterally changing routes. 

A mathematical approach, and an iterative approach are 

commonly used to solve the static equilibrium assignment 

problem. The iterative approach is a heuristic one that is 

easy to understand and apply. However, it has no global 

optimal, and it might have different local optimal points. 

The solution obtained from iterative assigned is an acceptable 

one, but it is not necessarily the optimal solution. On the 

other hand, the most common model used from the mathematical 

approach is the convex combination model developed by Nguyen 

[Nguyen, 74]. 
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2.2.1 HEURISTIC STATIC ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES 

The heuristic approach can be divided into two: capacity 

restraint methods and incremental assignment techniques. The 

capacity restraint method involves a repetitive all-or-nothing 

assignment in which the travel times resulting from the 

previous assignment are used in the current iteration. The 

steps of the modified capacity restraint method can be 

summarized as follows: 

Step 0: Initialization. Perform all-or-nothing assignment 

based on t°, =t,(0). This yields x°,. Set counter n=1 

Step 1: Update. Set t", =t,(xt"), Va 

Step 2: Smoothing. Set t", =0.75tT' + 1°, ,Wa 

Step 3: Network loading. Perform all-or-nothing assignment 

based on t’=t,(0). This yields x°,. 

Step 4: Stopping rule: If n=N goto step 5. Otherwise, setn=n+1 

and go to step 1 

Step 5: Averaging. Set x"\=.25 3, x™', ,Va and stop. (x, are 

the link flows at equilibrium) [Sheffi, 1985] 

In this algorithm, t", is the travel time on link "a" at 

iteration "t", x", is the flow on link "a" at iteration "n", 

and "1" is the total number of links. The algorithm uses a 
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smoothing effect at step 3 to facilitate convergence. If it 

still fails to converge, it is terminated after a certain 

number of iterations. Equilibrium flow pattern is then taken 

as the average flow for each link over the last 4 iterations. 

The modified capacity restraint algorithm uses weights of .75 

and .25 for the averaging process of travel times. 

Incremental assignment is another heuristic method for 

attaining the user-equilibrium solution. It assigns a portion 

of the origin-destination matrix at each iteration. After 

each iteration, the travel times are updated and an additional 

portion of the O-D matrix is loaded onto the network. 

Although it is reasonable to believe, in general, as the 

number of increments grows, the incremental assignment 

algorithm may generate a flow pattern closer to the user- 

equilibrium condition, it may as well, like other heuristic 

methods, fail to converge. 

Heuristic methods briefly outlined above do not converge 

or produce a set of flows that are not in agreement with the 

user-equilibrium criterion. Therefore, a better method of 

assignment is needed. As mentioned before, the user 

equilibrium problem can be formulated as a mathematical 

program and then this program can be solved. The mathematical 

approach will be discussed in detail and will be used for 

solving equivalent user equilibrium program. 
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2.2.2 MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE 

To reach an equilibrium point is not always possible if 

a heuristic algorithm is used, instead a mathematical 

programming technique can be used. The convex combination 

algorithm [Sheffi, 1985] that includes a convex (non-linear) 

objective function, and a linear constraint set is suitable 

for solving the equivalent UE program. The direction finding 

step of the algorithm is executed efficiently through the use 

of a linear program. Given a known matrix of origin- 

destination flows, a network of directed links connecting 

nodes, and link performance functions that relates link costs 

to the corresponding flows, convex combination algorithm can 

solve single class user equilibrium problem {[Mahmassani 88]. 

It loads the flows onto the individual links of the network, 

in such a way that its solution is consistent with Wardrop's 

principles stating that no driver can improve his/her travel 

time by switching routes once the equilibrium is reached. 

The steps of the algorithm can be summarized as: 

Step 0: Initialization. Perform all-or-nothing assignment 

based on t°.=t,(0), Va. This yields x',. Set counter n=1 

Step 1: Update. Set t", =t,(x",) 

Step 2: Direction finding. Perform all or nothing assignment 
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based on t", . This yields a set of auxiliary flows, y", 

Step 3: Line search. Find a, that solves 

xgtalys-xP) 

min 2 f t,(w) dw seel.d 
a 0 

Step 4: Move. Set x™l = x" +a (¥".7%",) Va 

Step 5 : Convergence test. If a stop criterion is met, 

stop(current solution), xj,,, the set of equilibrium flows; 

Otherwise, set n=n+l and go to step 1 [Sheffi, 1985]. 

The algorithm uses an iterative procedure in order to 

minimize the total travel time spent in the network by 

assigning all cars to the shortest path connecting their 

origin to their destination. At each iteration, it first finds 

a search direction by solving a linearized approximation, then 

solves for the optimal move size along that direction. The 

direction finding part of the algorithm is performed by the 

all-or-nothing network loading procedure. This procedure 

needs the repeated determination of the shortest paths between 

origins and destinations. 

The line search to find the optimal move size is 

performed by using the bisection method. This method is 

easily applied to that case because the derivative of the 

objective function z| x"4a (y =x") | with respect to a can be 

calculated for any value of a without any major difficulty. 
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The derivative of that function is: 

Q n n_+7n - n_ 
3x 2x +aly x )] Ulva Xa) 00022 

If it is possible to evaluate the derivative of the 

function to be minimized, the method of interval bisection can 

be used to find the optimal move size. The derivative of the 

objective function z| x"+a (y"=x") | is easily determined as 

shown above. Therefore, the bisection method is applicable to 

this case. 

Another important issue associated with convex 

combination algorithm is the stopping criteria. The algorithm 

stops if a criterion that checks the change in flows is 

satisfied. The criterion that is used in this case can be 

formulated as: 

YO (xi t-x2)? 
a 

do Xa 
a 

  <K/ ee e2e3 

The similarity between this algorithm and heuristic 

capacity restraint method summarized in Section 2.2.1 is very 

clear. In fact, if the move size a, is fixed at a =1 for all 
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n, the resulting algorithm is identical to the capacity 

restraint method. The main mechanism of the convex combination 

method is to take the flow away from the congested paths and 

assign them to less congested paths at each iteration. This is 

determined by the move size a,. This process equalizes the 

travel times among all paths and brings the system toward 

equilibrium. The number of iterations needed for convergence 

is related to the congestion level on the network. In 

relatively uncongested networks, only one iteration may be 

sufficient to achieve the equilibrium. On the other hand, as 

congestion builds up, more iterations are required for the 

network to reach equilibriun. 

2.3 DYNAMIC TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT MODELS 

A dynamic user equilibrium model can be described as a 

pattern of travel in which some functions of trip making, such 

as cost supplies and demands vary over time and in which no 

individual can unilaterally alter his or her trip making so to 

achieve a lower personal cost [Hendrickson et al., 83]. It 

is the explicit time dependence of network functions that 

distinguishes dynamic and steady state equilibrium. Due to 

the complex nature of the dynamic traffic assignment, there 

have been different approaches for the solving it. 
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2.3.1 LINEAR PROGRAMMING APPROACH 

The first attempt to formulate a dynamic traffic 

assignment was done by [Merchant et al., 78]. They presented 

a discrete time model for the dynamic traffic assignment. A 

traffic network is represented by a directed graph. 

The analysis time is divided into a finite number of 

discrete periods. For each time period, external inputs are 

allowed at any node except destination. For each arc, there 

is an exit function which relates the amount of traffic 

entering and leaving the arc, during a time period. The model 

treats the congestion explicitly in flow equations. 

Congestion is modeled by assuming the exit functions to be 

non-decreasing, continuous and concave. 

The basic flow equations in the model are: 

Xian, 97%, 57 G5 (Ky) +z; 1°0,.,.,.,N-1, VIEA 222223 

Y, Gis Filgl+ YH gj(xi,5), i-0,.,.,N-1, Ven 62.5 
JEA (gq) JEB(q) 
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Where, 

A(q) = set of arcs that leaves node q 

B(q) = set of arcs that enters node q 

F.(q) = external input at node q in period i 

X;; = amount of traffic on arc j at the beginning of period i 

G; (X%,;) = amount of traffic to exit from arc j in period i 

d;; = amount of traffic admitted to are j in period i 

h, ; (X;;) = cost of Xj (the cost of these terms is to be 

minimized) 

N = analysis time 

i index of time period i=0,1,.,.,.,N 

The model is a non linear non convex mathematical 

programming problem. The overall objective is to provide a 

macro-model that will find the feasible traffic flow, 

minimizing the total cost function which is assumed to be the 

sum of non-decreasing, non-negative, continuous’ convex 

functions of arc flows. Although it has the capability of 

handling multiple origins and general topology , it is limited 

to one destination. 

The time-varying flows which minimize the flow costs are 

obtained as follows. 
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minimize: 

N a 

De de Bis (iy) 
i-1 jel 

subject to 

Kiar, 97 Xi + Gy (Xj) +dj;, 1°0,.,.,.,N-1, VWIEA t 

diy-Fi(a@)+ YS g3(xjj) i1-0,.,.,N-1 VgeN-n 
JEeA(q) J€B(g) 

Xoj7Rjz0 (given), WIEA 

d,;z0, i-0, of. ,N-1, VIEA 
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Xj45720, i-1, a7 iN, VIEA eoedell 

where R, is the initial (period 0) volume on arc j. The 

constraint 2.7 and 2.8 ensure conservation of flows on arcs, 

and constraints 2.10 and 2.11 ensure conservation of flows at 

nodes. Ho proved that a piecewise linear version of the 

model, with additional assumptions on the objective function, 

can be solved for a global optimum using a one-pass simplex 

algorithm. The algorithmic questions of implementing the model 

has been resolved by Ho [Ho 80]. He presented an efficient 

condition for optimality which implies that a global optimum 

can be obtained by successively optimizing at most N+1 

objective functions for the linear program, where N is the 

number of time periods in the analysis time. Ho presented a 

successive linear optimization algorithm and computational 

results. Based on the computational results, it is stated that 

only when the network is extremely overloaded that a 

significant number of successive optimizations is required to 

obtain a_ solution. In more realistic cases even with 

substantial congestion, he states that successive linear 

optimization is an efficient approach to the dynamic traffic 

assignment problem. 
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2.3.2 OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY APPROACH 

The optimal control theory is applied to the problem of 

dynamic traffic assignment by [Friesz et al., 89]. The method 

can be considered as extensions of steady-state network 

equilibrium model, particularly Beckman's equivalent 

optimization problem, which is a mathematical programming 

formulation [Beckman, 52]. The relaxation of the steady state 

assumptions of this formulation leads to the problem of 

dynamic traffic assignment in which network characteristics 

are explicit functions of time. The analysis is restricted 

with one O-D pair that is connected by N parallel arcs. The 

dynamic model developed by [Friesz, 89] has similarities with 

models proposed by [Hendrickson et al., 84], [Ben-Akiva et 

al., 86], and [Mahmassani et al., 84], but it significantly 

differs in its formulation as a continuous time optimal 

control problem. This model formulates the problem of dynamic 

traffic assignment as an equivalent time optimal control 

problem. It only considers the route choice decision making 

because travel demand at each instant is assumed to be known 

and inelastic. The optimality condition of the dynamic model 

requires only equalization of instantaneously perceived unit 

path costs. Another interpretation of the optimality 

conditions can be found in Wardrop's first principle which 
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states that at equilibrium, travel time on all used paths is 

equal, and less than or equal to the travel time that a user 

would experience on any unused path. | 

An extension of the model mentioned above is developed by 

[Wie, 91]. The particular extension to the model is to 

include elastic time varying travel demand which implies the 

departure time choice. This new model considers that drivers 

have the perfect information and can estimate instantaneous 

perceived path costs from any route on the network to the 

destination node, on the basis of continuously updated traffic 

information. The optimality conditions remain the same as in 

the original model. "The problem considered by Friesz and Wie 

can be viewed as a type of noncooperative dynamic game, in 

which network users act independently without collaboration 

and compete with one another for the limited network capacity 

through route and departure time choices" [Wie, 91]. 

2.3.3 HEURISTIC APPROACHES 

Two different models can be cited as the heuristic 

approaches to the dynamic traffic assignment. They are 

developed by [Hammerslag, 89] and [Janson, 89]. 

The steps of the Hammerslag's algorithm are as follows: 

1) Read a 2-D network where time dimension is not considered. 
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2) Determine the 3-D O-D matrix where third dimension is the 

time. 

3) Determine the period capacity of the links 

4) Calculate the delays in the links 

5) Calculate the shortest routes in 3-D space 

6) Assign the 3-D O-D matrix to the shortest routes 

7) Load the network 

8) if stop criterion has not been reached, return to step 4 

Hammerslag's model is iterative and can be looked as an 

extension of iterative static assignment models. The main 

difference is that it divides the one hour origin-destination 

matrix into fifteen minute origin destination matrices and 

assigns them to the shortest routes determined in 3-D space. 

In 3-D space the determination of routes is similar to the 2- 

D space, however the route determination in 3-D space is done 

for all periods, rather than just one period, as in 2-D space. 

Unlike the static assignment that determines only one shortest 

path and assigns all cars of an O-D pair to all links along 

the shortest route, this algorithm assigns cars to different 

links during different time periods, because in 3-D space 

links are used during different periods. The ratio of the cars 

that are assigned to different links during different time 

periods is found by using a simple graphical method. Loading 

the network is done by considering of the all-or-nothing 
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assignment flows just calculated and flows from the previous 

iteration. To do this, the following equation is used: 

i =,t rs 
D jp DL jep*F' +L xp » 002012 

where, 

D ig= the number of cars on link kj during period p at 

iteration i 

q‘ iw the assigned traffic to the shortest routes in the 

network during previous iteration 

The value of g' depends on the number of iterations "i" 

and is chosen in such a way that there are no overloaded 

links. The value of g' is determined by using the following 

equation: 

gi=min[1/(i+1), Cire Cio) / Diep 2022.13 

The main problem associated with this model is the 

@ifficulty to reach an equilibrium and the computational 

effort required. It is reported by Hammerslag that the 

calculation time necessary for the model is ten times higher 

than an equilibrium assignment. 

The other heuristic model has been developed by Janson. 

It has similar steps to the Hammerslag's model, but it is not 
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iterative. The model tries to determine the optimum shortest 

route from each origin to destination at the time departure. 

These route choice decisions are based on projected link 

impedances that account for changes in travel demand over 

future time intervals. Users are assumed to travel on this 

route and they are not allowed to switch to another route in 

the middle of their journey. This assumption simplifies the 

assignment procedure because the trip departure matrix 

assigned at each time interval is only a zone-to-zone trip 

matrix, and not a node-to-zone trip matrix which would be 

required to track trips through the network by their 

destinations so that paths could be revised en-route. 

One important aspect of the algorithm is the way in which 

current link volumes are projected into future time intervals 

for the purpose of the finding shortest paths. This is because 

some trips departing in later time periods will concurrently 

use the same link with trips from the present origin for which 

paths are being found. It is very clear that these new trips 

will effect the travel time on those links. Therefore, while 

determining the shortest route for current link volumes, the 

effect of the future link volumes should be recognized. The 

projected link volumes are calculated according to equation 

2.14: 
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where, 

Qt = total number of trips departing from all zonesin time 

interval t 

@ttn = qn /Qr' 
t- 

y", = projected volume on link k in interval ttn 

y* = percent of Qt that has not yet been assigned to the 

network 

xt = assigned volume on link k in the current time interval 

"t" after trips departing in time intervals 1 through 

"t-1" have been assigned, and while trips departing in 

time interval "t" are being assigned 

Thus, for each link, the current and projected link 

volumes are estimated as weighted combinations of the final 

volume assigned to that link in the previous interval "t-1" 

and the volume assigned thus far in the current interval "t", 

weighted by ratios of total trip departures from all origins 

in intervals "t+1", "t", and "t-1". Each projected link 

impedance is computed directly from its projected volume using 

its impedance function. 
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Because the algorithm can project the link volumes into 

the future, it can also predict travel times on links in the 

future. Thus, by knowing the future travel times, the path 

search routine used by this algorithm can determine the 

shortest route for each O-D pair, and the time intervals in 

which links belonging to the shortest route are going to be 

used. Then, for each period, it can assign trips to the links 

that they are going to use during that specific period. 

Although the method seems useful, the projection function 

is too much arguable. A better function that can predict link 

volumes will obviously increase the credibility of the results 

of the model. For this model, convergence is not guaranteed, 

but the computation time is not as high as in the first 

method. 

2.3.4 DYNAMIC MODELS OF PEAK PERIOD CONGESTION 

Dynamic models of peak period congestion are generally 

used to represent the interaction between user decision and 

system performance. These models try to capture an important 

dimension of choice available to users for combatting 

congestion; this is the departure time choice. 

Problems concerning departure time choice are beyond the 

scope of this research, for that reason those models are not 
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going to be described in detail. However, those models are 

very useful to understand real behavior of traffic and they 

need to be reviewed briefly. 

A number of recent studies have addressed the time 

dependent demand pattern arising in an idealized situation of 

commuters departing from a given origin to ae single 

destination along a unique route where congestion occurs at a 

single bottleneck. [Hendrickson and Kocur, 81] developed a 

simple model of the departure time pattern. The model assumes 

that arrival times are known and user travel cost includes 

travel times in addition to a penalty for late or early 

arrivals. Extensions of the original model to a case where 

travel times are stochastic were presented in a subsequent 

paper by (Hendrickson et al., 83]. 

Later [Ben-Akiva et al., 84] incorporated a probabilistic 

departure time choice model of the continuous logit form 

within the Hendrickson's equilibrium approach, and [Ben-Akiva 

et al., 86] used the same model to simulate the effects of 

congestion reducing measures along a route. 

Finally [Mahmassani et al., 84] extended the same 

approach of Hendrickson to the situation where the user can 

adapt to congestion by not only changing departure times but 

also changing routes. 

Although a number of simplifications have been made, 
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those models are only applicable to very simple networks and 

are not practical for large ones.[(Mahmassani et al., 91] in 

their paper states that more detailed, simulation-based 

performance models are needed to understand and model the 

dynamics of user decisions on transportation networks. 

2.3.5 SIMULATION / ASSIGNMENT APPROACHES 

Approaching the traffic assignment issue using simulation 

/ assignment techniques is promising, especially along 

recently developed directions using improved integration of 

simulation with conventional techniques. A number of models 

that can handle complex network structures and are responsive 

to traffic management schemes have been developed. Among 

those models, are SATURN and CONTRAM, which are simulation / 

assignment models used for the evaluation of traffic 

management schemes. In addition to SATURN and CONTRAM, models 

developed by [Stephanedes, 90] and [Mahmassani, 85] can be 

cited as examples of simulation / assignment type of models. 

Their common characteristic is an iterative loop between 

simulation and assignment phases which operates until the 

stopping criteria set by the user is satisfied. 
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2.3.5.1 SATURN 

Saturn has been designed to evaluate schemes that affect 

traffic movement, such as one way streets, banned turns, bus 

only lanes and pedestrianization changes [Van Vliet et al., 

79}. It is less suited to deal with measures whose primary 

effect is to change trip origins and/or destinations or trip 

departure times. SATURN incorporates two phases: 

1) A detailed simulation model which has the aim of 

determining junction delays resulting from given patterns of 

traffic. The simulation model has two basic assumptions: 

a) the pattern of traffic flows is constant over time 

periods of the order of thirty minutes; 

b) a cyclical behavior is imposed on the flows by traffic 

signals operating with a common cycle time (typically in 

the range 60-120 seconds). This assumption allows the 

simulation to concentrate on a single cycle making a 

detailed simulation possible. 

Within each cycle, the flow is represented as semi- 

continuous flow profiles as opposed to modeling individual 

vehicles or packets of vehicles. The cyclic flow profile 

(CFP) is the flow of traffic past a certain point as a 

function of time over the cycle length (the cycle length being 

that of the traffic signals in the network). The model can be 
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seen as the collection of different continuous flow profile 

patterns that are attached to individual turning movements. 

The four basic cyclical flow profiles for a turning movement 

are: IN pattern, ARRIVE pattern, ACCEPT pattern, and OUT 

pattern (Figure 2.1). They provide the basis for the detailed 

analysis of delays. These profiles are interrelated. 

  

| 
pu pattern     

         \ 
iN pattern . 
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Figure 2.1:The Four Basic Cyclic Flow Patterns 

The ARRIVE pattern is derived from the IN pattern by a process 

of platoon dispersion. The ACCEPT pattern is derived 

independently and is based on junction capacities, signal 

timings and offsets, and conflicting traffic. It also takes 
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into account the effect of queued traffic. The OUT pattern is 

derived from the ARRIVE and the ACCEPT patterns, and 

contributes to the total IN patterns for the succeeding turns. 

As a result of the contribution of the OUT pattern at a node 

to the IN pattern of succeeding links, the traffic is moved 

through the network. The simulation model is used to model 

the flow-delay curves by calculating the delays for each 

turning movement at zero flow, current flow and capacity with 

all other flows fixed. Given those three points a flow-delay 

curve is obtained for a specific junction. Then this flow- 

delay curves are used in the assignment phase. 

2) An assignment model that selects for each element in the 

trip matrix minimum time routes through the network 

considering the relationships between travel time and flows. 

The model uses an equilibrium technique that optimally 

combines a succession of all-or-nothing assignments such that 

the ultimate flow pattern satisfies the Wardrop's equilibrium 

criterion. 

The assignment model has two fundamental assumptions: 

a) travel time of each link is fixed independent of flow; 

b) the delay to each turning movement at an intersection 

is a function of that turning volume. 

The complete model is based on an iterative loop between 

the assignment and simulation phases. As mentioned in the 
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Simulation phase, the simulation model determines flow delay 

curves based on a given set of turning movements and feeds 

them to assignment. The assignment in turn uses these curves 

to determine route choice and hence updated turning movements. 

These iterations continue until the turning movements reach 

reasonably stable values. 

SATURN requires two type of data. The first is the O-D 

trip matrix of the period of interest. The second input is 

network data. Network data is described as a set of nodes and 

connecting links. Additional node based information is also 

needed. This data refers to junction type, free run times, 

link lengths, lane structures, saturation flows and types. 

SATURN output consist of detailed performance measures at 

every intersection including delays for each turn flow and 

queue profiles and warning of congestion. In addition, 

standard network-wide performance indices such as_ total 

vehicle-hours are available. 

2.3.5.2 CONTRAM 

CONTRAM ( which stands for CONtinuos Traffic Assignment 

Model) is also a simulation assignment model that treats 

networks of a similar size to SATURN [Leonard et al., 76]. 

CONTRAM deals with time-varying conditions in a network. It 
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models time varying route choice, queuing and delays in urban 

networks with time-varying traffic demands and signal or 

priority control at junctions. 

The network of streets in town is represented by a series 

of unidirectional links and junctions. Each link is one-way 

and may fan out up to 5 downstream links(fan-in is not 

restricted). Link-to-link movements may be restricted to 

certain vehicle classes. Traffic demands enter the network at 

origins and leave at destinations. Origins and destinations 

may occur within the network as well as on the periphery. Time 

variation is modeled by dividing the simulation period into a 

number of consecutive time intervals of fifteen minutes. The 

demands for each origin-destination movement are specified as 

flow rate(vehicle/hours) for each time interval. Traffic 

demands are also time varying. They are defined as vehicle 

“hour mean entry flow rate in each of up to 12 time slices for 

a number of origin, destination and vehicle class 

combinations. 

There are three standard vehicle classes: car, bus, and 

goods vehicle. Each vehicle class is characterized by: 

1) cruise time as a percentage of car cruise time 

2) passenger car units (PCU) - effective number of units 

consumed by each vehicle class(eg: car=1, bus=2, good 
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vehicle=1.5) 

3) independent origin destination demands and route 

4) independent behavioral cost functions (optional) 

Vehicles from each origin-destination pair are grouped to 

form packets. Each packet contains typically 1-10 vehicles. 

The packets from any origin destination pair enter the network 

equally spaced in each time interval. The journey time for a 

packet along each link of its route consists of the cruise 

time (free running time), and delay time which is dependent on 

the level of traffic on a link and the method of junction 

control. There are three types of different junction models: 

signal controlled, give-away, and uncontrolled. 

Delay calculations are based on estimates of the average 

queue on each link at the end of each time interval. The 

estimate of queue depends on the queue at the end of the 

previous time interval, the number of arrivals at the stop- 

line in the interval, the maximum rate at which vehicles can 

leave the link and the duration of the time interval. It is 

assumed that the queue varies linearly between the queue 

values at the beginning and the end of the interval. The delay 

for a packet is calculated from the length of the queue 

encountered by the packet at the time it reaches the stop- 

line. This can be described as follows: 
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stop-line arrival time = entry time to link + cruise time on 

link 

The delay is then the time taken, for the queue 

encountered, by the packet to be discharged. The maximum rate 

of discharge is the maximum capacity of the link. 

CONTRAM uses an iterative procedure to predict the 

patterns of routes, queues and delays on a network. An 

iteration of the model is completed when all packets of the 

vehicles are assigned to their minimum journey time route 

through the network. The traffic patterns obtained at the end 

of an iteration are used in the next iteration when each 

packet is reassigned to its new quickest route. Before the 

reassignment of each packet, the flow corresponding to that 

packet is removed from each link of the packet's shortest 

route determined in the previous iteration. As a result of 

this process, a packet does not experience delays due to 

itself when being assigned to a new route. Each packet is 

reassigned in the time order in which packets enter the 

network. Then the delays for a given packet are determined by 

considering the flows due to packets which have entered the 

network prior to that packet during the current iteration, 

and the flows due to subsequent packets assigned to routes in 

the previous iteration. Several iterations are needed to 

obtain full convergence. The convergence is attained when all 
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vehicles are assigned to their same routes during successive 

iterations. This iterative procedure can be considered as the 

day-to-day familiarization of the drivers to network and 

traffic conditions. 

CONTRAM is able to model the growth and decay of queues 

from time interval to interval. It also includes the effects 

of over-saturation that occurs during peak periods and that 

causes the growth and decay of queues. When vehicles queue 

back along the full length of links, blocking upstream 

junctions, the flow of vehicles from links feeding these 

junctions is restricted . 

There are three types of data required for CONTRAM: 

Network and Tine, Traffic Demand (origin-destination 

movements), and Control data. Time data defines the time 

period to be simulated and the time intervals into which the 

total period is divided. The length for each time interval is 

chosen to allow an adequate modelling of traffic conditions 

over that interval in the simulation period. Thus time 

intervals are shorter when the traffic conditions are critical 

for the network. Typical lengths for time intervals are 10 to 

15 minutes. Network data describes how origins, links and 

destinations are interconnected. The traffic demand for each 

origin-destination movement in a network is specified as a 

series of flow rates (vehicles/hour) for each time interval. 
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Control data has two parts. The first part controls the 

running time of the program, and defines the number of 

iterations and the types of output required. The second part 

provides additional data required for signal controlled 

junctions and data required for vehicles with a fixed route. 

The output data for CONTRAM is calculated from link by 

link and route information stored during the assignment 

procedure. There are six forms of outputs provided by the 

model. Those are: 

1) Total time spent in the network and distance travelled 

throughout the complete network for each time interval and 

total simulation period constitute the first form of data. 

These values can be used to examine convergence of the 

iterative process. 

2) Changes in stop-line arrivals between consecutive 

iterations, for all links for each time interval are the 

second forn. 

3) Link-by-link data contain initial queue length, vehicle 

arrivals, final queue, spare throughout capacity, link store 

left, degree of saturation, total travel distance, total 

travel time spent,average speed of a car for each time 

interval 

4) Summary of link-by-link values of flows includes data about 
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queues, queue times, and average speeds data selected from the 

previous data type 

5) The form that gives the variation with time of the average 

speed for selected origin-destination movements is intended 

for use as a means for comparing the effects of traffic 

management schemes on overall journey speeds to ensure that 

improvements for one set of movements are not made at the 

expense of other movements 

6) The last form of output provide detailed information about 

the variation in turning flows from each approach to a 

specified junction and from each link. 

2.4 SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW 

There is an immediate need for a dynamic traffic 

assignment method that can be used in real-time traffic 

management, because static traffic assignment models that do 

not reflect the real behavior of traffic flow cannot be used 

for on-line applications. An overall evaluation of the 

literature on traffic assignment problem revealed that 

solution methods for static traffic assignment models are well 

established. However, solution methods for dynamic traffic 

assignment are still in the development stage. 

There are two principal approaches for solving dynamic 
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traffic assignment problems: mathematical and heuristic 

approaches. Although the mathematical approach appears to be 

a good one, models adopted in this case are either too simple 

to be used in real world applications or too complex to solve. 

On the other hand, heuristic approaches, like SATURN, or 

CONTRAM seems to be more promising for immediate use, but both 

models use highly macroscopic simulation methods that causes 

a loss in the accuracy of traffic flow estimations. A model 

that will be used for IVHS purposes cannot tolerate such 

approximations, and needs a simulation approach which is more 

microscopic. 

Therefore, a heuristic simulation/assignment model that 

can be used by a real-time traffic information system has been 

developed. This model by keeping track of the movements of 

vehicles in time differs from the existing models. The 

approach and the methodology used for developing the model are 

described in the following chapters. 
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3.0 THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE MODEL 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this research is to develop a heuristic 

dynamic traffic assignment method, and apply it to a test 

network in order to test its sensitivity to different 

parameters and to understand the differences between static 

and time-dependent dynamic traffic assignment. This is a 

simulation / assignment model which is called DYNTRAS (DYNamic 

TRaffic Assignment/Simulation). The inputs to the model are 

the key physical and operational features of the network, the 

number of links, the length of the links, and the number of 

lanes, as well as the allowable free flow speed and the 

capacity of each section. The parameters of the speed-density 

model and the control parameters of the simulation model also 

form inputs. The intermediate output of the model is the 

average concentration per sector, the mean speed per sector 

and the physical position of each macroparticle at each time 

step. The final output of the model is concentration mean 

speed per sector, queue lengths and travel times on the links, 

as a function of time. In this chapter, the development of a 
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new dynamic simulation/assignment approach, the theoretical 

aspects of the simulation model, and the general 

considerations for selecting the simulation parameters are 

described. 

3.2 ADYNAMIC TRAFFIC SIMULATION/ASSIGNMENT 

MODEL 

In this section the approach to improve the weaknesses of 

static traffic assignment methods is carefully investigated. 

An assignment method that uses simulation to keep track of the 

vehicles in a network is proposed. The proposed method is 

expected to give results closer to the real behavior of the 

time-dependent traffic flow. 

3.2.1 TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT IN THREE DIMENSIONS 

The principal drawback of the traditional traffic 

assignment models is that they assign traffic to a network 

without a time dimension. In other words they assign vehicles 

to all the links on the shortest route and assume them to be 

present at the same time on all links on that route. The 

remedy to this problem is to give a time dimension to the 
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assignment process. Figure 3.1 illustrates the differences 

between static and dynamic routing. To introduce a time 

dimension, the overall analysis period needs to be divided 

into sub-periods. For example, if the overall period is sixty 

minutes, the sub-periods can be fifteen minutes long. During 

each of these periods, the corresponding fifteen minute O-D 

matrix is calculated by using the sixty minute O-D matrix, and 

assigned to the system. These time dependent O-D matrices are 

generated by dividing the sixty minute O-D matrix into fifteen 

minute O-D matrices using a specific distribution function. 

Simulation of dynamic behavior of the traffic flow in 

time is the major task of this model. A special purpose 

simulation tool that can capture the complex dynamics of a 

traffic system, especially the fluctuation of travel time with 

departure time and the time dependent congestion patterns is 

a convenient approach for this purpose. A macroparticle 

Simulation Model (MPSM) is proposed as the tool [Mahmassani et 

al., 85]. The simulation enables the system to adopt varying 

travel times for each link, depending on traffic flow. In 

addition, a period capacity instead of hourly capacity for 

each period is used. Thus, the introduction of the time 

dimension to the model eliminates the drawbacks of the 

traditional assignment models. 
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  Figure 3.1: Static versus Dynamic Routing (Koutsopoulos, 90) 
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As described in Chapter 2, an assignment process includes the 

route finding step and the trip loading step. An important 

assumption made in the dynamic traffic assignment algorithm 

used in that research is that route choice decisions are made 

at the time of trip departure. These decisions are based on 

the travel times which are updated at the beginning of the 

traffic assignment but travelers are allowed to change their 

chosen path during any succesSive periods of assignment if any 

alternative route has a better travel time than the old route. 

In addition to these two components, the proposed dynamic 

traffic assignment model also incorporates simulation 

component. 

3.2.2 THE PROPOSED SIMULATION/ASSIGNMENT MODEL 

The model is based on an iterative feedback loop between 

an assignment and a simulation phase, resulting in the 

assignment of volumes to the links. The assignment phase 

loads trips to the network and the simulation phase provides 

detailed information about the network performance, given its 

geometric and operational characteristics. The loop 

terminates when all the trips have been loaded. The method is 

similar to the incremental assignment method which is used in 

case of the static traffic assignment. The objective of the 
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assignment phase is to assign trips of a specific time period 

to the network bearing in mind the relationship between the 

travel times and the flows for every link or set of links in 

the network. To accomplish the assignment under dynamic 

traffic flow, the simulation phase provides detailed 

information about varying link travel times. As mentioned 

above a Macroparticle Simulation model is used. 

3.2.3 SIMULATION/ASSIGNMENT PROCESS 

The model uses a successive process to predict the 

patterns of link flows and queues as they vary in time. The 

main mechanism of the model is to import simulated results on 

the traffic characteristics of the network, such as travel 

times and link traffic volumes and use them as an input to 

determine the shortest route for any origin destination pair 

in the network. Overall logic of the dynamic simulation 

/assignment model is given in Figure 3.2. 

The steps of the model can be described as following: 

1. Read network data (free flow travel times, link-node 

incidence, capacities for each time period). Initialize 

link volumes for each time interval to zero. 

2. Set period n=0, and iteration number i=1. 
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3. Set n=n+1. Determine the O-D matrix for period n. 

4. Group vehicles from each origin-destination pair to form 

packets. The packets from each origin-destination pair 

enter the network equally spaced in each time interval. 

5. Determine link travel times (link delays) from: 

a) if it is the first period, from the input data 

b) else, from the output of the simulation at step 8 

6. Process the packet according to its entry time to the 

network. If the packet enters the network for the first 

time, determine its shortest path between its origin and 

destination. Assign the packet to its minimum route, and 

go to step 8; else if the packet was already on the 

network go to step 7. 

7. If the packet's next link does not have enough capacity, 

try to divert it to an alternative shortest route; if 

there is not any available alternative route, leave the 

packet on its old route. 

8. Simulate vehicle movements on the network for the 

interval [(t,t+dt], where "t" is the time at any moment 

and "dt" is the time increment. 

9. If the period has ended go to step 10; else go to step 5. 

10. If all departure time intervals in the analysis period 

have been processed, continue; else return to step 3. 

11. If all the vehicles did not leave the network go to step 
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3; else continue. 

12. Check for the stopping criteria; if the number of 

iterations, "i", is smaller than a specified number; else 

stop. In this research, "i" is defined as one, implying 

there will be no further iterations. 

At this point it is necessary to explain briefly the 

logic of step 9. The first iteration is unlikely to give the 

equilibrium distribution of traffic. In order to obtain 

equilibrium it is necessary to carry out further iterations. 

By iterating, the model transfers the experience acquired 

in the previous iteration to the current one. Although it is 

likely that the model converges within satisfactory limits for 

a sufficient number of iterations, it is not guaranteed, and 

the process of iterating is time consuming. Thus, for this 

research, the process of iterating is not going to be 

implemented, but it remains a strong alternative to reach an 

equilibrium. Another important point is that, the algorithm 

continues until all the vehicles assigned to the network 

leaves it. Algorithmic steps are given in Figure 3.3. 

The most important component of this model is the one 

that simulates the traffic flow. This simulation part keeps 

track of the traffic and gives the necessary information about 

the actual condition of the network. The simulation model is 

going to be discussed in the next section of this chapter. 
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3.2.4 MACROPARTICLE SIMULATION MODEL (MPSM) 

The major concern is with the dynamics and convergence 

properties of the network system. Therefore the simulation 

model must possess the capability of providing the following 

information: 

1) The concentration fluctuation in each section of the 

network at a given time for a given time-dependent 

demand, 

2) The variation of travel time and queue lengths versus 

time-dependent demand. 

The MPSM is a fixed-time macroscopic traffic simulation 

model. MPSM was first used in plasma physics [J.N. Leboeuf, 

79] Then, [Mahmassani et al., 85] adopted this concept for 

traffic simulation. It uses well known traffic relationships 

to simulate the movement and the interaction of vehicles on a 

network. Most of the macroscopic simulation models like MACK 

and FREFLO, model traffic flow in an highway as a compressible 

fluid, but MPSM considers the traffic flow as a collection of 

vehicle groups, called macroparticles. This is similar to the 

platoons used in TRANSYT-7F. The model keeps track of the 

physical position of the particles using pre-specified speed- 

density relationships. Due to the macroparticle approach, the 
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Significant cost of tracing individual vehicles is avoided. 

The overall framework of the MPSM is shown in Figure 3.2 

There are similarities and differences between most of 

the commonly used macroparticle simulation models and the MPSM 

model. 

Like the other macroparticle simulation models, MPSM 

assumes that: 

1) time is discretized into small equal intervals 

2) the highway facility is divided into sections or links 

3) traffic demand and system capacity is fixed over a 

given time interval 

On the other hand, MPSM differs from those macroparticle 

Simulation model in: 

1) It does not view traffic flow as a compressible fluid 

like most of the other models, but as a collection of 

macroparticles. 

Two important components of the MPSM model are the 

vehicle generation component and traffic simulation 

component. 

3.2.4.1 Vehicle Generation Component 

The vehicle generation component of MPSM processes the 

daily time-dependent vehicle demand patterns. The approach in 
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this research is to get the demand matrices for a particular 

time period, from another source and to use an O-D split 

function to generate demands for each time slice. Following 

this approach, the model user can specify the departure time 

Gistribution as a discretized function giving the number of 

departures from one origin, in each time interval. 

In this approach the O-D matrix is distributed over all the 

periods according to a specific distribution. This 

distribution defines the fraction, f, of the O-D matrix which 

departs in period "p". This distribution process can be shown 

as follows: 

OD, a p= Dog *fp 2223-1 

which is subject to 

P=-Pop 

» f71 6032 
p-1 

where, 

OD, y = Cumulative O-D matrix (1 hour) 022363 

Pop = Too / Ther 
weeded 

OD, 4p = O-D matrix for period p 

and Ty is the time-interval for which the traditional O-D 

matrix is defined. The form of departure distribution 
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function "f" is subject to further study. The form can be 

different for morning or evening rush and for different days 

of the week. 

The DYNTRAS model divides the one hour origin-destination 

matrix into twelve, five minute origin-destination matrices 

by using two types of distributions: the first has a peak 

value to represent peak hour distribution, and the second is 

a constant distribution function. 

The five minute O-D matrices will not be affected by the 

actual conditions of the network. They are assumed to remain 

unchanged during each period. This means that the travel 

demand is assumed to be inelastic in order to simplify the 

complexity of the problem. 

3.2.4.2. Traffic Simulation Component 

Having generated five minute O-D matrices, these trips 

are then assigned to the network. Vehicles are loaded 

uniformly. They are grouped into packets of fifteen vehicles. 

The vehicles in a packet are assumed to remain together 

throughout the entire travel time. A departing packet is 

identified by its departure time, origin and destination. 

Each packet is assigned to a shortest route which is 

determined at the time the packet is loaded to the network. 
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Thus, the shortest path selection decision is based on the 

actual conditions of the network. Travel time changes that 

may occur in the future are not encountered for the shortest 

path determination process. Once the shortest path of a 

packet is determined, this packet is assumed to move along 

this path until it reaches its destination, unless there is 

congestion. In case of congestion a diversion decision needs 

to be made. The packet will be diverted to a better route, it 

feasible. 

Naturally, all vehicles cannot enter the facility 

simultaneously due to its physical and operational 

constraints. A simple deterministic queuing approximation is 

used to handle this phenomenon. In addition to that, if number 

of vehicles that try to enter to a link exceeds the capacity 

of that link, they are put on a queue list that belongs to 

that specific link and wait until there is available capacity. 

The service rate denoted by "s" is determined using the 

capacity of each link and the demand at time "t" at the 

beginning of link "i" is denoted by D(t,i). A packet wishing 

to depart or enter a link in the time interval [t, t+At] is 

considered to be in the queue, if and only if, D(t,i) > s * 

At. In this case, At is taken as 1 minute. The service 

discipline in the queue is first come, first served. 

Therefore, a packet that enters the queue first will also be 
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served first, there is no priority defined for the vehicles 

that wants to depart simultaneously. 

The MPSM model, like the other macroscopic traffic 

simulation models, uses concentration and speed-concentration 

equations. It does not use the flow relation equation, which 

is the product of speed and concentration equations. MPSM 

considers the vehicles as groups, called macroparticles, and 

moves them in accordance with the local speed on each link, 

specified by the speed-concentration relation. Thus, the 

concentration at each link is updated at every time step by 

tracing the actual position of the particles. The 

concentration equation in the MPSM has the following form: 

eto ME TMP EHD) 
2 1 #Ax,; eee 3 e 5 

  

where, 

k,* = concentration in section i during the t-th step, in 

vehicles per lane-mile 

1; = number of lanes in section i 

A(x;) = length of section i 

Met = vehicles that enter the section from the preceding 

section for a given time step At 

mM?-t = vehicles that move onto the next section for a 
1 
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given time step At 

Ni = number of vehicles that remain in section i at the end 

of time period "t-1" 

Using the above equation, the concentration in each 

section is updated, at the beginning of every time step, and 

it is assumed to remain constant over the interval [t,ttst]. 

The corresponding mean speed during this interval can be 

obtained from the speed-concentration relation which has the 

following form: 

vi=(v7-v,) (1-k;°/k,)* +V, 023.6 

where, 

v;* = mean speed in section i during the t-th time step 

v,| = mean free speed 

Vo = minimum speed 

ky = maximum or jam concentration 

a = a parameter 

Macroparticles are moved according to the mean speed of 

the prevailing section. As a result of this movement during a 

particular time step, the distance traveled and the resulting 

position of the particle at the end of the interval are 

determined. The section concentrations are then updated for 

the next time interval. The new concentrations are employed 
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to estimate mean travel speed on each section. This method 

keeps track of the particles and is able to produce a more 

realistic representation of the traffic flow compared to the 

models that monitor the traffic flow using the following flow 

equation: 

qi -ky vf 
ee o3e7 

This equation that is used to control the flow from one 

finite section to another can produce unrealistic results by 

transporting material in very short times over long distances. 

As a result of this, nonphysical high travel speeds can be 

obtained. Therefore particle moving process adopted by the 

MPSM model constitutes an advanced step for the more realistic 

representation of the traffic flow [Mahmassani et al. 85]. 

3.2.4.3 VEHICLE MOVING PROCESS 

One of the attributes of each macroparticle is its 

physical position on the network. Its position is updated at 

the end of each time step, then stored as the actual position 

of that particle. Figure 3.4 illustrates this process. 

X(i,m,t) denotes the physical position of a macroparticle "m" 

at the section "i" at the end time interval "t" and R(i,m,t) 

denotes the distance from the macroparticle's current position 
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to the beginning of the next downstream section which is 

obtained as follows: 

R(i,m,t)= A(x,) - X(i,m,t) 2223.8 

To find the new position of the macroparticle, "m", at the 

end of the time interval t+1, the macroparticle is advanced 

by a distance equal to d(m,t+1) = At*v!"', if the distance 
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of Vehicle Moving Process 

          
  

  
        

traveled by the macroparticle is equal to or less than the 

distance from its current position to the beginning of the 

next downstream section. In that case, the particle remains 

in section "i". On the other hand, if the distance traveled 

by the particle is longer than the remaining portion of the 

link "i", the particle will have to travel to the next 

section, i+1, during a fraction of the time interval At. The 
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above conditions can be summarized in a mathematical form as 

follows: 

If d(m,tt+1) <= R(i,m,t) 

then, "m" remains in section i during time interval At. 

If d(m,t+1) > R(i,m,t) 

then, "m" travels to the next section "i+1" during time 

interval At, where it travels during a fraction of time 

interval At. 

In the second case, the travel time At should be broken 

into two parts; the first part will represent the time spent 

on the link "i" and second part will represent the time spent 

on the link i+1. During the first part, distance denoted by 

R(i,m,t) has been traveled by the macroparticle at the mean 

speed vo. Therefore the first fraction of At can be 

determined as: 

At1l= R(i,m,t)/v,"" ce: 

The remaining part the time interval which can be denoted 

as At2 is then equal to: 

At2 =At-(R(i,m,t)/v,"') «223210 

To determine the distance traveled on the section i+1 

during At2, the speed-time relationship can be used again. 

But it is not realistic to assume that drivers will adjust 
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their travel times as soon as they enter the section itl. 

Therefore, it is assumed that drivers will adjust their travel 

speed while entering the section "i+1" in a manner that their 

speed is consistent with the traffic conditions in both 

sections; this is achieved by taking the average of the speeds 

of section "i" and "it+1". Then, the distance of the 

macroparticle from the beginning of the link "i+1", denoted by 

R'(it+1,m,t+1) is determined as: 

R! (i+1,m,t+1) =At24| .5*(vittevttly| oo e3e11 

Thus, using the vehicle moving process, traffic is moved 

on the network and the position of each packet is determined. 

3.2.5 TRAVEL TIME ESTIMATION 

Travel time estimation is based on the actual conditions 

of the network. Travel times are updated for each link at the 

end of every simulation step. These travel times are assumed 

to be fixed for the next simulation step. They are found at 

the end of each simulation step by adding the time to cross 

the link, and queue waiting time. The former is calculated 

using the current link speed and latter using the rate of 

queue clearance over a few previous time steps. 
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Thus for link "i" at time "t" the travel time is found by 

using the equation: 

tt, tti= (Q,T/N;) + (L,/V‘;) .23.12 

= current queue wait time 

t = current movement time 

T = Min(five minutes, length of time with queue) 

N, = number of vehicles cleared in time T 

Q = current queue length, in vehicles 

L = length of link 

v'. = speed on link i at time t 

As the equation above states, current movement time is 

found by dividing the length of the link by the speed of that 

link. T/N, gives the rate of queue clearance, and is used to 

estimate the time needed for the clearance of the existing 

queue, Q,. 

3.2.6 DIVERSION AND DRIVER BEHAVIOR 

As mentioned before, the model does not have the 

capability of predicting the future conditions on the network. 

At the beginning of a packet's trip, its shortest route is 
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determined based on the actual network conditions. It is 

clear that as time passes, other packets will enter the 

network and will concurrently use some of the links of this 

packet's shortest route. This may cause congestion on those 

links and the shortest route determined in the beginning of 

the packet's route may end up not being the’ shortest route 

anymore. However, the model does predict this occurrence. 

Since this research is closely related to the IVHS, the idea 

is that driver will have a device in the car which will give 

him/her information about the travel time on the shortest 

route from the current node to his/her destination. A user is 

assumed to switch his/her current path to the best alternative 

route, only if the improvement on the remaining trip time 

exceeds an indifference band. The indifference band of trip 

time saving can be viewed as a threshold that can be expressed 

relative to the remaining trip time. Therefore, a user will 

switch, if the trip time saving is higher than a threshold 

value set by the model. A switching rule with a relative 

indifference band subject to a minimum trip time saving, can 

be stated as: 

1 if TC;(k)-TB,;(k)>n,; 

8 (k) {5 otherwise eee 32-13 
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Where, 

Od. (kK) = 1, indicates a route switching; 0, no switch 

TC. (k) = Trip time from node k to CBD on current path 

TB, (k) = Trip time on the best alternate 

nN; = Indifference threshold; 

The model can be improved by introducing an 

indifference threshold fraction that changes for every link on 

the network, according to their position relative to the 

destination, and which is distributed among the drivers with 

a statistical distribution. This distribution may be 

triangular or normal. But for the sake of simplicity a fixed 

threshold value for all the drivers and for all links is 

considered. The value of this threshold is choose 

arbitrarily. Further studies are needed for the determination 

of realistic threshold values that reflect real driver 

behavior. This requires extensive work of calibrating and 

testing the model using real data. 

The model also has the option of modelling different 

fractions of drivers receiving information. Drivers who have 

access to the information will be able to switch, while the 

others assigned to specific routes will remain on those till 

they reach their destinations. This option will enable the 

model users to understand the effects of different levels of 

information availability, and to determine the _ system 
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performance and the optimum market penetrations under 

different network conditions, and loading patterns. 

3.3 MODEL PARAMETERS 

In this section, some general considerations for 

selecting the key simulation parameters of MPSM are discussed. 

The parameter values used in equation 3.6 are obtained from 

the well known traffic engineering theory, and they are v,= 45 

mph/60 mph, v,= 6 mph, k;=180 vehicles per lane-mile, a= 1. 

There are three key simulation parameters in the MPSM: 

simulation time step, At, macroparticle size, "m", and section 

length, Ax. Determination of these parameters are based on 

previous results obtained from tests performed using similar 

macroparticle simulation models [Mahmassani et al.,85] 

3.3.1 SIMULATION TIME STEP, At 

Traffic performance characteristics are assumed as 

constant during each simulation step, At. Very long 

simulation steps will give unrealistic results. It is clear 

that smaller simulation time steps will increase the accuracy 

of the simulation. Table 3.1 shows the sensitivity of the 

MPSM model to the length of At [Mahmassani et al., 85]. There 
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is a big computation cost difference between two At values 

which are 0.5 and 1.0. In order not to achieve more accuracy, 

the simulation step size is assumed to be equal to 1.0. 

Table 3.1: Effect of Simulation Time Step (At) 

at (min) cpu® cpu” Note: 4m = 10 vehicles/particte, 400 
vehicles/sector, two lanes in each 
sectof, vf = 45 mph, vg = 6 mph, a = 

  

0.5 5.32 14.105 x, and simulation duration = 60 min. 
1.0 2.98 8.042 *No intermediate report is included in 
1.5 2.16 5.975 the program output. 
2.0 1.82 4.684 b.. 

. Intermediate report of system per- 
3.0 1.43 3.873 formance and all vehicle positions 
———$$_ $——____ during each simulation interval is 

included In the output. 

3.3.2 SECTION LENGTH, Ax 

In most macroscopic simulation models, the continuous 

highway facility is divided into discrete sectors. The system 

characteristics such as concentration and speed in a sector 

are assumed to remain constant within the sector, during each 

simulation time interval. Although a shorter sector length can 

give more realistic results, the increase of computation costs 

due to the increase of the number of sectors need to be 
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considered. Previous tests performed to determine the 

relationship between computational cost and number of sectors 

in case of MPSM shows that the incremental cost of increasing 

the number sectors is rather small relative to the high 

efficiency of MPSM [Mahmassani et al. 85]. This is shown in 

table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Effect of Section Length (Ax) on Computational 
Efforts 
ae 

  

No. 

Sectors® AX(mile) cpue cpus 

21 0.3 3.56 9.304 
13 0.5 3.25 8.468 

7 1.0 2.98 8.042 
5 1.5 2.54 6.89 
4 2.0 2.01 5.77 
  

Note: In alt experiments, At = 1 min, Am = £0 vehicles, Vg = 

45 mph, Vo = 6 mph, « = 9, and simulation perind = 60 min. 

*The Inst 1 mile of this 7-mile facility was treated as one 
ecctor in all the cases reported here. 

b 
No intermediate report Is included in the program output. 

“intermediate report of system performance and all vehicle 
positions during each simulation interval ts included in the 
output. 

Therefore, for this research, sector lengths are chosen 

in such a way that they do not exceed 1 mile and that the 

geometric features remain the same within each sector. 

3.3.3 MACROPARTICLE SIZE, m 

Vehicles that are moving to the same destination are 

grouped to form macroparticles. Although macroparticles that 
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have variable number of vehicles would not cause any 

theoretical problems, for programming convenience, 

macroparticles are assumed to be identically sized. It is 

obvious that bigger particle sizes will increase’ the 

computational efficiency by decreasing the total number of 

particles. However vehicles in the same packet are assumed to 

remain together and travel together. Therefore very big 

particle sizes will not be logical. For example, if the 

number of cars in a packet is more than the service rate for 

a given simulation step, the packet will not be allowed into 

the link. Hence "m" should be less than the maximum service 

rate. Thus, a macroparticle size of fifteen cars has been 

considered convenient for this simulation model. 
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4.0 TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE MODEL 

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER CODE 

This chapter discusses the principal components of the 

DYNTRAS computer simulation/assignment model, and provides 

detailed information about the model's capabilities. 

DYNTRAS program has two main modules: static and dynamic 

traffic assignment modules. The reason for including the 

former is to interpret and discuss the results of the latter. 

The results obtained from the static assignment model will 

clarify the difference between static and dynamic traffic 

assignment methods. The computer code can be classified into 

three main sections, as follows: 

1) General file operation and network data handling 

routines. These routines are common to both methods. 

2) Static traffic assignment routines. Those are mainly 

routines related to convex combination method. 

3) Dynamic traffic assignment routines. These routines 

mainly comprise of those performing the simulation process. 

Other routines in this category update the time and vehicle 

movements, collect statistics about the network status at 

different time periods, and form output files. 
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The computer package is designed to be menu driven, which 

will make the program user friendly. The code has been 

developed in QUICK BASIC language. 

4.2 MODEL STRUCTURE 

The first module of the model uses a convex combination 

algorithm. Steps of the algorithm are explained in detail in 

chapter two. The second module uses a simulation/assignment 

model to perform dynamic traffic assignment. Basically, this 

is a fractional simulation model. Traffic demand is divided 

into different time intervals using a function explained in 

chapter two. The trips in one interval are then loaded onto 

the network according to their arrival time to the network. 

4.2.1 MODEL INPUT AND OUTPUT 

The basic input to the DYNTRAS program includes two major 

groups: 

1) Highway network topology and trip demand patterns 

(necessary to both modules, Static and Dynamic). These 

include network geometry, nodes, links, link distance, speed, 

existing volume and capacity of each link. 
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2) Simulation characteristics (only for dynamic traffic 

assignment module).These include total simulation tine, 

simulation periods, simulation step size. 

The output of the DYNTRAS model is designed to suit the 

specific needs of the research. It can be summarized as: 

1) Report of the input data. 

2) Congested links and network characteristics, including link 

concentration, link volume, link travel times, and queue 

lengths are provided for each simulation time step and each 

fifteen minute period. These values are considered as network 

performance indices. 

3) Packet data: Each packet's route, total travel time from 

the origin to the destination, and diversion decisions made by 

the packet. 

4.2.2 DATA REPRESENTATION 

Fifteen cars are assumed to form a packet. Each packet 

carries a set of information, which is updated for each 

Simulation step and written to memory to minimize the use of 

random access memory. Like the packet information, link data 

is also represented as a block. Some of this information is 

static, such as link length, link capacity, and link nodes; 

but the other part, such as link volumes, link concentration, 
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link speed are time varying due to the traffic flow. On the 

other hand, link capacity for different periods can be changed 

by the user, in order to simulate some temporary link 

closures, like accidents. 

The data is represented in form of blocks, enabling the 

programmer to define the attributes of a major element as a 

complete body. This kind of data representation facilitates 

the maintenance and modification of the overall computer code. 

4.3 GENERAL FILE OPERATIONS AND NETWORK 

DATA HANDLING ROUTINES 

In this section, two types of routines are explained: 

routines that handle general file operations and those that 

manage input and output network data. 

4.3.1 GENERAL FILE OPERATIONS ROUTINES 

The following routines handle network data files. 

OPENRANFIL: This subroutine opens random data files that 

store network data such as node numbers, link lengths, initial 

travel costs, O-D travel matrix. 

CLOSEFILE: This subroutine closes random data files. 
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INPNETDAT: This subroutine is used to input and save general 

network data needed for the computation. 

GETODTABLE: This subroutine is designed to get the origin- 

destination table from the user 

INDATA: It calls subroutine GETODTABLE to get O-D table from 

the keyboard and saves the data, if so specified by the user. 

SAVEDATA: This subroutine asks the user whether or not he 

wants to save the entered data. If the user wants to save it, 

a command is sent to the subroutine INDATA to do so. 

PRINETDAT: This subroutine prints network data input by the 

user. 

4.3.2 DATA HANDLING ROUTINES 

These routines are designed to transform the input data 

into an efficient structure so that computation times of other 

routines using this data are reduced. 

4.3.2.1 DATA MANAGEMENT SUBROUTINE (NETDATMAN) 

This algorithm accepts a link data item and stores it in 

an arc list ordered by an ascending origin node [Jensen, 80]. 

This list is very useful to the label-correcting algorithm in 

determining the minimum travel-time paths from an origin node 
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to all other nodes in a network. This subroutine sorts the 

links in such a way that all links emanating from the same 

node are stored adjacently avoiding repeated searches of the 

link list. In order to save computer memory space, each link 

in this list is represented only by its end node. 

A pointer indicates the position of links beginning with 

the node for which it is kept. Therefore, the network can be 

stored with one link length and one node length arrays, 

instead of keeping two link length arrays, which will consume 

more memory. 

4.3.2.2 LINK DETERMINATION SUBROUTINE (NODLINDET) 

This algorithm determines the list of links (and their 

terminal nodes) originating from the same node I. The steps 

involved in this algorithm are listed below. 

1. Find pointers to start and end of list of arcs 

originating at node I. 

2. If there are no such links, return. Otherwise, put links 

originating at I in the link list. Find the terminal 

node of each link, and put it in the node list. 
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4.4 SHORTEST PATH SUBROUTINE (DIJSHOPATH2) 

The algorithm used is called label-correcting algorithm 

(Sheffi 85]. It finds the shortest paths from a given origin 

node to all other nodes in the network. The algorithm scans 

the network nodes in an iterative manner in order to find a 

path from the root. At each iteration a shorter path than the 

previous path is sought. Iterations continue until no better 

path can be found from the root to any other nodes in the 

network. The algorithm requires an examination of all the 

network nodes at least once. The algorithm uses a list called 

sequence list, including all the nodes that will be examined, 

as well as the nodes requiring further examination. This list 

helps to manage and keep track of the nodes. Another list 

called the list of predecessor nodes is continuously updated. 

Once the algorithm stops, the minimum paths can be traced 

backward, from every node to the root by using this 

predecessor list. 

The criteria used to stop the algorithm is the check of 

the sequence list. If the sequence list is empty, the 

algorithm stops. Figure 4.1 shows the flow chart for this 

algorithn. 
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of Shortest Path Algorithm 
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4.5 USER EQUILIBRIUM MODULE 

This module performs static traffic assignment and uses 

a convex combination method. The main purpose of this module 

is to obtain static user equilibrium results in order to 

understand major differences between the dynamic and static 

traffic assignments. 

4.5.1 CONVEX COMBINATION METHOD SUBROUTINE (CONCOMNET) 

This subroutine achieves user equilibrium flows. Figure 

4.2 shows a flowchart of convex combination method. Its 

algorithmic steps explained in detail in chapter two are 

implemented in the computer code as follows: 

Step 0: This step initialize all the flows on the links 

to zero. Then it calls subroutine UPDATE to calculate the 

travel times with zero flows. Given these travel times, 

it calls subroutine ALLORNOT to perform all-or-nothing 

assignment for all origin-destination pairs. 

Step 1: It calls subroutine UPDATE to update link travel 

times using new link volumes obtained from the previous 

all-or-nothing assignment. 

Step 2: It calls again subroutine ALLORNOT to assign the 

trips of all origin-destination pairs to the 
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corresponding links. 

Step 3: It calls subroutine BISECT which calculates the 

move size “gama" that minimizes the objective function. 

"Gama" is used in updating the new volumes that are going 

to be assigned to links. 

Step 4: It checks if the convergence criterion is 

satisfied. If the change in flows of two successive 

iterations are less then an infinitesimal value , the 

equilibrium is achieved, and the program. stops. 

Otherwise, it goes back to step two, and repeats the same 

steps until the convergence criterion is satisfied. 

4.5.2 SUBROUTINE BISECT 

The line search to find the optimal move size is 

performed by using the bisection method. The bisection method 

requires the evaluation of the derivative of the objective 

function in every iteration, and in the case of traffic 

assignment, the derivative of the objective function to be 

minimized can be evaluated without major difficulty. The 

existence of the derivative implies that the function is 

monotonic on each side of the minimum. In other words, for the 

function to be minimized, dz(x)/dx, is negative for x < x™" 

and positive for x > x™", 
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Figure 4.2: Convex Combination Method (CONCOMNET) 
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The algorithm computes the derivative of z(x) at the 

midpoint of the current interval [a",b"]. This midpoint can be 

denoted as x". If dz(x")/dx < 0, then x" < x™" meaning that 

the next interval will be [x",b"]. If dz(x")/dx > 0, then x" > 

x™n =meaning that the line search will be performed in the 

interval [a",x"]. 

The procedure terminates when the convergence criterion 

is met. 

4.5.3 SUBROUTINE UPDATE 

This subroutine is used to update travel times on links 

every time link volumes changes. It uses the well known BPR 

curve which has the following form: 

t.=t,° [1 + a(V, /C, )*b] 

where, 

t. = travel time of link i 

t,° = free travel time of link i 

V; = volume of link i 

C; = capacity of link i 

a = a parameter, 0.15 

b = a parameter, 4 
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4.5.4 SUBROUTINE ALLORNOT 

This subroutine simply performs an all-or-nothing 

assignment. In the all-or-nothing procedure, the O-D flow is 

assigned to every link that is on the minimum travel time path 

connecting origin “o" to destination "d". All other paths 

connecting this O-D pair are not assigned to any flow. During 

this process, the link travel times are assumed to be fixed at 

values calculated before the assignment. 

This subroutine calls subroutine DIJSHOPAT2 , as many 

times as the number of origins, to identify the shortest path 

for each O-D pair. Then it allocates the flow for each O-D 

pair to the links compromising the shortest path for that O-D 

pair. 

4.6 DYNAMIC TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT MODULE 

This module performs dynamic traffic assignment which has 

two major functions. It simulates the traffic flow on the 

network, and updates the performance based on the results of 

the simulation. Then, it determines the shortest routes for 

each origin destination pair and assigns new arrivals to these 

routes. The framework of this module is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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The simulation is carried out by using a set of 

subroutines that control and perform the simulation process 

simultaneously . The whole program is written in QBASIC, 

naturally the simulation part of the code also is written in 

QBASIC. Use of high level programming language creates some 

extra complications. 

In general, a simulation model is implemented by using a 

Simulation programming language such as SLAM, SIMSCRIPT, 

SIMULA, SIMAN. However, in this case a high-level language, 

QBASIC, is used for the implementation of the simulation 

model, due to the need for integrating the simulation model 

with other parts of the code that have already been developed 

in QBASICc. 

Programming a simulation model in a high level language 

is a difficult task. The logic represented in the simulation 

program is concurrent in nature. For example, in simulating 

a traffic intersection many simultaneous activities such as 

arrivals of vehicles from different lanes, light changes, and 

movements of the vehicles through the intersection, must be 

represented. On the other hand, a computer without a parallel 

processing capability is a sequential device and it executes 

its instructions sequentially. Hence, processing the logic in 

a sequential manner, but preserving the concurrency of the 
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activities in the system being simulated, is what makes 

Simulation in a high level programming language difficult 

[Balci, 91]. 

To implement the simulation model using QBASIC, a 

conceptual framework (CF), which is the structure of concepts 

and views under which the simulation model is developed, must 

be chosen. In implementing a simulation model in a high level 

language, the use of a conceptual framework facilitates the 

implementation and reduces its complexity. The "event 

scheduling" conceptual framework is adopted in this research. 

The initialization step includes the assignment of initial 

values to all attributes, such as link travel times, speeds, 

and the initialization of the event list at the beginning of 

the simulation. It is assumed that the network is empty when 

the simulation starts, and the event list is initialized by 

the first possible events. After generating the first 

possible events, they are merged into the event list with 

respect to their occurrence time. The occurrence time, in 

other words inter-arrival times for all the events, is assumed 

to be uniform. Each event representing a packet formed of 

fifteen cars, has six attributes: occurrence time, packet 

type, packet origin, packet arrival time, packet number, and 

packet queue type. Packet type is needed to identify whether 

an event is already in the network, waiting to enter the 
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network, or if it already left. Packet arrival time is needed 

to find out the total travel time of the packet in the 

network. Packet number identifies the packet and it is given 

when the packet is first scheduled. Packet queue type 

identifies if a packet is on the queue or not. 

A fixed time increment is used and the next event to be 

executed is determined, sent to the merge list, and executed 

when the simulation clock is equal to its occurrence time. 

After the execution of some events, simulation termination 

condition is tested. All packages should leave the system 

before the simulation stops. 

If this condition is satisfied, the simulation ends, and 

the program prints the simulation output, or stops depending 

on the user specification. 

In the next sections, subroutines used for. the 

implementation of "event scheduling" Simulation are 

explained. 

4.6.1 Traffic Simulation Subroutine (TRAFSIMULA) 

This subroutine is the main subroutine that controls the 

simulation process. The steps of TRAFSIMULA are shown in 

figure 4.4. The detailed sequence of steps followed in the 

subroutine is described below: 
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Figure 4.4: Traffic Simulation Subroutine (TRAFSIMULA) 
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1) It splits one hour O-D matrix into four fifteen minutes 

O-D matrices. At the start of simulation, when the 

simulation clock is zero, it calls subroutine GENERATE 

that generates first possible events. 

2) It calls subroutines TIMEINIT, and INIT to initialize 

Simulation clock, link travel times, speeds, and 

capacities. The event list and the attributes in the 

event list are also initialized by sending created events 

and their corresponding attributes to the event list. 

3) Then it starts the simulation process for the first 

period. At the beginning of each period, it calls 

subroutine TIMEUPDATE to update the travel times for the 

actual period used in travel times obtained at the 

previous period, it also calls subroutine ADDUP to 

initialize link usage parameters. 

4) It calls subroutine ARRIVE that schedules new events or 

processes old ones that are already on the network. 

5) This process goes on till all the events, packets of 

cars, that are assigned to the network reach their 

destinations. Therefore the stop criterion for the 

simulation is the number of departures from the system. 
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4.6.2 SUBROUTINE MERGE 

It creates and sorts an event list. The list is sorted 

according to the event occurrence times. The event that is 

going to occur first is the first event of the event list. 

When a "new event" or an "old event" with an updated 

occurrence time is sent to the event list, the event list is 

updated to insert the event into the list. In the event list 

five attributes for each event are 

defined. These are: 

1) event(x,1)=event occurrence time. 

2) event (x,2)=event type; if event is a "new event" event (x, 2) 

is equal to "1"; else, if it is an "old event", event(x,2) is 

equal to "2", and if event leaves the network, event(x,2) is 

"Oo", 

3) event(x,3)=event origin. 

4) event(x,4)=event arrival time (total travel time of each 

packet). 

5) event(x,5)=event number (number given to each packet for 

identification purposes). 

6) event(x,6)=event queue type; if an event is in the queue 

event (x,6) is equal to "1"; else, it is equal to "0". 
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4.6.3 SUBROUTINE GENERATE 

This subroutine is called only at the beginning of the 

simulation. It first determines the number of packets for each 

period and for each O-D pair by dividing the number of 

vehicles to the macroparticle size Am. In some cases the total 

number of vehicles is not divisible to Am, then it adds the 

remaining of the division to the last packet's volume. In that 

case the size of the last packet becomes bigger than the other 

packets. However, this is not going to effect the results of 

the simulation due to the macroscopic nature of the 

Simulation. For the example runs presented in this research, 

the number of cars are chosen in such a way that this problem 

is circumvented. 

This subroutine determines the inter-arrival times of the 

packets. Inter-arrival times are assumed to be uniform and 

determined for each O-D pair separately. Inter-arrival time 

for each origin destination pair is calculated by simply 

dividing the length of one period by the number of packets 

belonging to that specific O-D pair. 

Another function of the subroutine is to generate the 

first elements to be processed at the beginning of the 

simulation. Then it calls subroutine MERGE and REGINFO to put 

them into the event list, and to write the information 
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regarding these elements to a data file. Once the simulation 

starts, subroutine GENERATE is no longer called. All the 

operations related to the generation of new events are taken 

care of by the subroutine ARRIVE. 

4.6.4 SUBROUTINE ARRIVE 

This subroutine is the one that takes care of the event 

arrivals and departures. It either calls subroutine GENERATE 

to create new event, or processes old events that have already 

been generated. A flowchart of ARRIVE is shown in figure 4.5. 

The steps of the subroutine ARRIVE are: 

1) If the first element of the event list, i.e the event 

that is going to be processed is a "new event" that waits 

to be assigned to the network, the subroutine schedules 

the "next event". It sends this new event to the event 

list where it is going to be inserted into the event 

list according to its occurrence time and it calls 

subroutine REGINFO to register its attributes to a file. 

After the scheduling of the "next event" is completed, it 

starts processing the "new event". ARRIVE determines 

the shortest path for this "new event". This event will 

move along this route for the rest of its journey to its 

destination unless some conditions that initiate 
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diversion are satisfied. It the sends the event to 

subroutine TRAFMOVE where it will be moved on the network 

along its shortest route during the simulation step. When 

the event returns from TRAFMOVE, its attributes are 

changed, it is not a "new element" anymore. Therefore, 

its event type and event occurrence time are updated. It 

is then sent to the event list, because it should be 

inserted into the event list with respect to its new 

occurrence time. After it has been merged, the first 

event of the event list, which is the same event with the 

old occurrence time, is deleted from the event list. 

2) If the first element of the event list is an "old event", 

that has already been processed during the previous 

simulation steps, it is directly sent to the subroutine 

TRAFMOVE, because it is already traveling on the network 

and its shortest path has previously been determined. 

When it returns from subroutine TRAFMOVE, it is processed 

in a similar manner as explained in the first step. 

3) On the other hand, if the event has reached its 

destination, it is deleted from the event list by 

subroutine DELETE and a message of "event number ... 

will be deleted from the event list" appears on the 

screen. 
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4.6.5 SUBROUTINE TRAFMOVE 

This subroutine is the one that moves the vehicles on the 

network according to the vehicle moving process defined 

previously in this chapter. In addition to moving the 

vehicles, if the next link on the shortest route of the 

vehicle does not have enough capacity, it calls the subroutine 

DIVERT to find out if there is another available shortest 

route for the packet. A flowchart of TRAFMOVE is shown in 

figure 4.6. The description of the steps of the subroutine is 

as follows: 

1) It updates link concentration, travel time, and speed at 

the end of each simulation step. These values remain 

constant during the next simulation step. It also calls 

subroutine FSTATISTICS for storing them in a data file. 

2) It moves each packet along its shortest path which is 

determined in subroutine ARRIVE, and determines the 

packet's exact position at the end of each simulation 

step. Then, at the next step, the packet will continue to 

move towards its destination from that position. 

3) If there is queue at the entrance of the link, and the 

packet has access to the diversion information it calls 

the subroutine DIVERT, and if an alternative route to 

divert the package is available, it diverts it to that 
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route by changing its shortest route, and moving it along 

this shortest route for the rest of its trip. This is the 

subroutine RADIO that determines whether or not 

information is available to a packet. On the other hand, 

if the packet cannot get information or there is not an 

alternative route, it puts the packet in the queue. 

4) If the packet reaches its destination, it changes the 

packet type to "0" ,which means that it has reached its 

destination, and the packet is deleted from the event 

list. 

4.6.6 SUBROUTINE DIVERT 

This subroutine checks for the best alternative route to 

divert the packet. If there is an acceptable alternative 

route, it lets the packet to divert. The search for an 

alternative route is done by using the following steps: 

1) If there is a queue at the entrance of one link, and 

there is available capacity at the other links connected 

to the origin node of this link, it initiates the search 

for a possible diversion. 

2) It considers the point where the vehicle stopped as the 

intermediate origin, and it looks for other routes from 

that intermediate origin to the packet's destination. 
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3) It then calculates the remaining travel time on the 

packet's original route and denotes it as TT,. It selects 

the new route as an alternative if the total travel time 

on this new route is smaller than (1+IB)*TT,. The 

multiplication by "1+ID" comes from the concept of 

indifference band explained in Chapter 3. IB can get any 

value, for example, "IB" equal to ".1" means that the new 

route is suitable only if it is ten percent shorter than 

the old one. 

4) If there is a route that satisfies these conditions, the 

packet's shortest route for the rest of its trip is 

updated. The remaining part of its trip will be along 

this new route. 

5) If an alternative route does not exist, the packet is not 

diverted, and it stays in the queue till the next time it 

is going to be processed. 

4.6.7 SUBROUTINE DELETE 

This subroutine is used to delete events from the event 

list. It deletes a processed event, and an event that has 

reached its destination. 
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4.6.8 SUBROUTINE FSTATISTICS 

This subroutine is used to store link travel times, 

volumes, concentrations, speeds at each period. 

4.6.9 SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 

This subroutine gets the data file that stores simulation 

statistics, and prints them. It also asks the user whether he 

or she wants to keep track of a specific package. If the user 

wants to do so, enters the number of the package, and the 

subroutine displays its position, and speed at every minute. 

4.6.10 SUBROUTINE RADIO 

This subroutine determines whether a packet has access to 

the diversion information. The user specifies the fraction of 

packets that has the capability of getting the information, 

and subroutine RADIO randomly determines the packets that can 

access to that information. It uses a built-in random number 

generator function of Quick Basic. This feature allows the 

user to test the effects of different fractions of information 

availability on the congestion and travel times. 
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5.0 MODEL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The DYNTRAS simulation/assignment model described in the 

previous chapters was applied under different scenarios of 

information availability, trip demand, O-D matrix split 

functions, and indifference band values, on a relatively small 

test network. The same network was used to run _ user 

equilibrium assignment model. 

5.2 ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION 

The simulation experiments and user equilibrium 

assignment are performed for a network that consists of 

thirteen nodes, and twenty links of which four are connectors 

between two highways. Both highways are six miles long and 

each is divided into six one mile segments. Four crossover 

links at the end of second, third, fourth, and fifth miles 

allow switching from one highway to another (see Figure 5.1). 

Highway-1 has a free speed of 48 miles per hour and Highway-2 

has a free speed of 60 miles per hour. All cross over links 
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have a free mean speed of 55 mile per hour. The practical 

capacity assigned to links was set at 3600 cars per hour for 

Highway-1 and cross over links, and 4000 for Highway-2. 

Cars enter the network from two origins and travel to a 

Single destination. This destination can be thought as 

central business district or a major industrial area. In all 

simulation runs, there was a total of 6300 trips taking place 

between origin and destination pairs of the network. These 

6300 trips were loaded to the network over a period of forty- 

five minutes. A start-up period of fifteen minutes was used 

to fill the network, and the statistics of all the vehicles 

that entered the network during the thirty minutes following 

the start-up period were accumulated. Simulation continued 

until all the cars loaded onto the network left it. 

Simulation experiments were conducted to examine the 

opportunities for system improvement with respect to four 

factors, namely; information availability, loading pattern, O- 

D split function which were also referred as O-D distribution 

functions in Chapter 3, and indifference band value 

(behavioral factor). In all cases, inter-arrival times were 

assumed to be uniform. 

In addition to the simulation runs, the user equilibrium 

module was used to obtain the static traffic assignment 

results. The user equilibrium assignment was performed for 
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Figure 5.1: Test Network 
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two different O-D matrices which are used as loading patterns 

in simulation experiments. The aim of the user equilibrium 

assignments is to gain insight to the problem of traffic 

assignment by analyzing the results of static and dynamic 

methods. 

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS 

Four major factors used to test the sensitivity of the 

Simulation/assignment model were: 

1) Information availability: Four different levels of the 

fraction of users with real-time were considered (100% 60%, 

40%, 0%). Packets that could get information were randomly 

determined according to the above fractions. 

2) Loading patterns: This is one of the major factors that 

effects the existing traffic network conditions. To capture 

this effect, two loading patterns were adopted. First loading 

pattern has departing rates of 4800 cars per hour for Highway- 

1 and 3600 cars per hour for Highway-2. Under the second 

loading pattern, 3600 cars per hour enter Highway-1 and 4800 

cars per hour enter Highway-2. The first pattern and the 

second patterns were selected to test the network performance 

when one of the highways is congested. 
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3) O-D Matrix split (distribution) functions: 45 minute O-D 

matrices were split into 5 minute O-D matrices using a split 

function described in Chapter three. Two types of split 

functions were used: 

a) A parabolic function (Type-1). 

b) A constant function that divides the 45 minute O-D 

matrix in 9 equal 5 minute O-D matrices (Type-2). 

These functions determine departure time choices. Under 

the first case, the departure patterns vary in time. Number of 

departures are lower in the beginning, they reach a maximum in 

the middle of the assignment period, and then drop to a lower 

value again. On the other hand, the second function splits 

the commuter departures uniformly, assuming that the departure 

pattern does not change in time. 

4)Indifference band: In the simulation runs, each user with 

information has access to the diversion information. ‘Two 

different indifference band values are considered (0.0 and 

0.1). Under the first indifference band value, the user with 

information will always switch to another path, if it offers 

an improvement in trip time, no matter how small. However, 

the second indifference band value indicates that switching is 

allowed if the travel time on the alternative routes is at 

least 10 percent shorter than the initial one. 
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5.4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

A base scenario was developed. Several factors were 

varied from this scenario to test the sensitivity of the 

model. The one minute data obtained from the model was 

aggregated into a five minute data by taking the average of 

five consecutive minutes to simplify the analysis procedure. 

This did not cause big accuracy losses due to the fact that 

drastic changes were not observed within five minute periods. 

System performance for each simulation run was evaluated by 

using the average travel time on the selected routes, and 

average travel time on the system. Link travel times are very 

good measures of system performance, because they are 

estimated by using both concentrations on links and queue 

build-ups. The notion of selected routes was introduced in 

order to be able to calculate average travel time on the 

system. Due to the dynamic nature of the 

simulation/assignment process, the routes followed by the 

vehicles are not fixed. Therefore, eight different routes 

were selected to test the model sensitivity to different 

simulation parameters, and to determine the average travel 

time on the system. These routes were selected among the ones 

that had the highest concentrations during the overall 

simulation period. Selected routes for the analysis of the 
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simulation results are shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Selected Routes 

  

SELECTED ROUTE NAMES LINK NUMBERS 

  

FREEWAY1 (FW1) 1-3-6-10-14-18 
  

FREEWAY2 (FW2) 2-4-8-12-16-20 
  

  

  

  

  

      
ALTERNATIVE1 (A1) 1-3-5-8-12-16-20 

ALTERNATIVE2 (A2) 2-4-7-6-10-14-18 

ALTERNATIVE3 (A3) 1-3-6-9-12-16-20 

ALTERNATIVE4 (A4) 2-4-8-11-10-14-18 

ALTERNATIVES (A5) 1-3-6-10-13-16-20 

ALTERNATIVE6 (A6) 2-4-8-12-15-14-18     

5.4.1 SCENARIO-1 

This scenario was developed by using the first loading 

pattern where 4800 cars per hour depart from the first origin 

and 3600 cars per hour depart from the second origin. The 

indifference band was assumed to be zero and type-1 O-D matrix 

split function was used. Six different fractions of users who 

are able to receive information were modeled (100%, 80%, 60%, 
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40%, 20%, 0%). 

Figure 5.2 shows the variation in average travel time in 

the system under different percent information availability. 

It is clear that the travel time variation pattern is similar 

in each case. Travel time increases with increasing volumes, 

and start to decrease after the forty fifth minute where 

loading process stops. The best results, shortest average 

travel times, were obtained for 40 percent information case. 

The worst results were obtained for no information case. This 

shows that the diversion information helps to optimize users 

travel times. On the other hand, the second worst results 

were obtained for 100 percent information availability. This 

indicates that the extent of improvement in travel times 

depends on the level of information availability. This 

increase is due to the fact that everybody with access to 

information diverts to better routes, causing a congestion in 

these routes and in turn, an increase in travel time. There 

might be an optimal amount of information availability, and to 

determine this amount of information for different traffic 

conditions further investigations are needed. 

Scenario-1 with 100 percent information availability has 

similar features with static assignment. In static assignment, 

it is assumed that users have perfect knowledge of the system 

(100% information ), and they change their routes if a better 
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alternative route exists (Indifference band=0). 

Table 5.2: Travel Times for User Equilibrium 
eee ee ee ee 

  

  

  

  

ROUTE NO LINKS TRAVEL TIME | 

1 1-3-6-10-14-18 9.474 

2 1-3-5-8-12-16-20 9.483 

3 2-4-8-12-16-20 7.39           

On the other hand, static traffic assignment tries to optimize 

the system, whereas simulation/ assignment tries to simulate 

the network conditions. That's the main reason why it is not 

possible to compare the results obtained from these methods, 

but they can be analyzed to understand major differences 

between these two approaches. 

Table 5.2 shows travel times on three routes in case of 

user equilibrium for the same O-D matrix. Table 5.3 shows the 

change of average travel times for selected routes. An average 

travel time value for each route is also shown in this table. 

In table 5.3, the variation of travel times within each five 

minutes, for different routes departing from the same origin 

are always smaller than one minute. These variations are 
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even smaller for optimal information availability cases (40%- 

60%). Therefore, it can be concluded that the system is close 

to an equilibrium state in most of the time. Although due to 

the dynamic nature of the simulation, this equilibrium state 

is not guaranteed for all of the cases, the incremental nature 

of the algorithm assignment helps the system to produce 

reasonably close average travel times for different 

alternative routes departing from same origins. 

On the other hand, there are radical differences between 

dynamic and static assignment results. The first important 

difference is the magnitudes of the travel times. In case of 

user equilibrium, travel times are lower compared to the 

dynamic model. Two reasons for this difference can be cited: 

a) different travel time estimation methods were used; BPR 

curves in case of static assignment and travel time equation 

3.12 which was explained in Chapter three, in case of dynamic 

assignment, b) user equilibrium optimizes the travel times 

whereas dynamic model does not have an optimization mechanisn. 

In Figure 5.3, travel times on highways are plotted 

against time for both assignment methods. This emphasizes even 

more clearly the difference between these two methods. Other 

important factors that can be considered are congestion 

levels and number of links used in each method, and they are 
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Figure 5.3: Static versus Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
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shown in Table 5.4. In user equilibrium only thirteen links 

were used, and other seven links were not used. Out of these 

thirteen links, six were congested all the time. On the other 

hand, dynamic method uses an average of nineteen links except 

last period, and number of congested links are always lower 

than static equilibrium. A link was considered congested if 

the concentration of the link is higher than half of the jam 

concentration, or if the queue length on the link is two 

times bigger than one minute capacity. 

5.4.2 SCENARIO-2 

This scenario is a variation of scenario-1. The O-D split 

function was the experimental factor that had been changed. 

It shows the effects of departure patterns in relieving the 

existing congestion. Figure 5.4 depicts the average travel 

time changes in system. Although, average travel time changes 

on selected routes has the same pattern with the base 

scenario, they are shorter. The reason for better travel 

times was the constant O-D split matrix that evenly loaded 

users making better use of the available capacities. 

Figure 5.5 clearly shows that the average travel times on the 

system in scenario-2 are all the time shorter than the ones of 

scenario-1. 
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5.4.3 SCENARIO-3 

In this scenario, the effect of loading was studied. Both 

O-D matrix and O-D matrix split function were changed. The 

second loading pattern where 3600 cars per hour depart from 

the first origin and 4800 cars per hour depart from the second 

origin was used. In this case Highway-2 was assumed to be 

congested, but a constant O-D split function used to see the 

effects of departures on the travel times. The indifference 

band was taken as zero. Four different fractions of users who 

are able to receive information were modeled (100%, 60%, 40%, 

0%). 

Figure 5.6 demonstrates the influence of loading on the 

travel times. Although the travel time variation patterns 

were similar to the ones in base scenario, the magnitudes were 

lower. This shows that initial loading patterns effect 

overall performance of the system. Loading pattern-2 which 

loads more cars to the highway with higher capacity and 

shorter travel times produced better results. In addition to 

lower travel times, this scenario appears to provide an 

assignment of vehicles that is closer to an optimal value than 

the first scenario. This scenario can be used to show the 

importance of home-base information that can make use of the 
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high capacity facilities and regulate departure time patterns 

in such a way that the capacities are fully used. 

5.4.4 SCENARIO-4 

The only difference of scenario-4 from scenario-1 was the 

indifference band value. It was selected as 0.1. Figure 5.7 

shows a slight improvement in travel time due to the 

indifference band change, but the changes were not as big as 

expected. The biggest differences were observed between 30 and 

50 percent information availabilities where the system 

produces lowest travel times. Therefore, it can be concluded 

that the use of an indifference band dampens the negative 

effects of switching at high levels of information. 

5.5 CONCLUSION 

Average travel times for each five minute periods were 

found by averaging travel times on eight selected routes. 

Then, the average travel time for each scenario was found by 

averaging these five minute average travel times. These 

results were shown in Table 5.5. The best result was obtained 

in scenario-3 where congestion on the network was decreased 

because of the initial loading pattern and departure time 
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choices. Table 5.6 gives the total travel 

time in the system expressed as a percent of the system-wide 

travel time in the no-information base case. Improvements in 

system-wide travel time seem possible in this specific 

network. As it can be expected, there appears a decrease in 

the improvements as the fraction of the equipped vehicles 

increase. Most potential benefits are achieved between 40 and 

60 percent information levels. Finally, static and dynamic 

traffic assignment generated different travel time values and 

these values were higher in the case of dynamic model. 
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Table 5.5: Average Travel Times in System 

  

  

  

  

            

INFORMATION S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4 
AVAILABILITY 

100% 16.12 | 14.43 | 14.11 16.1 

60% 15.55 | 15.03 | 14.15 13.5 

40% 14.43 | 13.67 | 12.40 | 14.44 

0% 19.31 |} 15.75 | 15.75 | 16.94     

Table 5.6: 
Base Case with No Information 

eee eee eee eee eee es 

Average Travel Times in Systen, as Percent 

  

  

  

  

          

INFORMATION S~-1 S-2 S-3 S-4 
AVAILABILITY 

100% 16.52 | 25.27 | 26.93 16.62 

60% 18.5 | 22.16 | 26.72 30.09 

40% 25.27 | 29.21} 35.78 25.25 

0% - 18.44 18.44 12.27       

Mode! Results and Analysis 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The simulation/assignment approach to investigate the 

problem of dynamic traffic assignment in the context of 

advance driver information systems has proven to be useful. 

The simulation experiments showed that the relief of urban 

congestion is possible through the effective use of traffic 

Management systems. The results discussed in the previous 

chapter proves that traffic management tools like DYNTRAS are 

needed to understand dynamics of traffic flow in real time. 

It has been that standard network equilibrium formulation 

fails to capture the dynamic nature of network performance 

under time varying demands. 

A traditional network equilibrium model deals with the 

flow pattern during a fixed time interval, generally a peak 

period. The distribution of traffic during this period is 

called the temporal distribution of traffic and it is assumed 

to be fixed and uniformly distributed during the analysis 

period, but this is not true and it is shown by the simulation 

experiments that the temporal distribution of traffic flows is 
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not uniform over the rush _ period. Instead temporal 

distribution of vehicular traffic in urban areas depends on 

the level of the network congestion. DYNTRAS model by using 

the temporal vehicular concentrations, the locations and 

extend of queues in predicting peak period operation speeds 

avoids the main reason of inaccuracy in case of the static 

traffic assignments. It can also be used to understand the 

effects of information availability, loading patterns, and 

behavioral factors on the system performance. 

In spite of its advantages cited above, there are 

several problems associated with dynamic traffic assignment 

Among these problems, three directly related to the realistic 

and efficient formulation of the dynamic traffic assignment is 

worth discussing. 

1. Before starting to develop a dynamic traffic assignment 

model an exact methodology to keep track of the vehicles on 

the network should be determined. It is clear that without 

recognition of the exact location of the vehicles on the 

network it is very difficult or impossible to achieve dynamic 

network assignment. Even though there are highly detailed 

microscopic traffic simulation models like TRAF-NETSIM, they 

are computationally too expensive. DYNTRAS addressed this 

problem by adopting macroparticle simulation approach that 

keeps track of packets of vehicles instead of individual 
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vehicles. 

2. Time representation is another question to be addressed. 

Like most of the models, DYNTRAS also adopts discrete time 

representation approach (dividing time into periods). However, 

there are few models that have adopted continuous time 

approach [Wie, 91]. Static user equilibrium problem has been 

studied in both discrete and continuous case. There is also a 

need for the same sort of studies in case of dynamic user 

equilibrium problem. 

3. Another point of concern is the calculation of travel 

time. The majority of current dynamic traffic assignment 

models adopted BPR curves that are based on the steady state 

capacity and volume without any clear justification. We 

know the formulation of traditional traffic assignment 

procedure only applies to the steady state conditions. Asa 

consequence, the existing link capacity functions have been 

specifically developed for long periods during which effects 

of any time dependant variations are smoothed over, and they 

can only reflect the journey speed-flow relationship under 

steady state conditions. But DYNTRAS should represent the 

microscopic characteristics of a traffic stream and it cannot 

ignore fluctuations of traffic flow over time. For small 

analysis intervals there can be instantaneous changes in flow 

and in speed. The travel time estimation method used in 
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DYNTRAS proved to be useful, because it updates the link 

travel times according to the fluctuations of traffic flow in 

time. 

It was shown that with further enhancements DYNTRAS can 

be an effective tool to evaluate various control and routing 

strategies in a dynamic and realistic environment. 

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations are necessary to enhance 

the DYNTRAS model in order to be able to use it in real world 

applications. 

The proposed recommendations for future research are: 

1)Enhance the model developed in this research, especially new 

theories of traffic flow are needed to model dynamic aspects 

of traffic. 

2) Enhance the model for simulating different kind of 

facilities and information sources (home-based, en-route) 

3) DYNTRAS can be rewritten in another programming language. 

A portable simulation language, such as SIMSCRIPT, will be a 

good candidate for that purpose. 
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4) Gain more knowledge on behavioral aspects of the users. 

The most difficult part to model is the one that deals with 

user behavior. Develop different O-D split (distribution) 

functions for different conditions. Therefore more research 

is needed on that subject. 

5) Develop a travel time prediction mechanism. Path switching 

decisions that take place from one period to another are based 

on the current available network information. There is not a 

widely accepted method which can predict travel time on a 

given link for the future time periods. The prediction 

problem is complex one that depends on current and future 

traffic conditions, user behavior and decisions. It is a very 

important research topic which needs to be addressed. 
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